
 
 

 
October 21, 2022 – Revised October 24, 2022 
 
To: Columbia Association Board of Directors  

CA Management  
  

From: Eric Greenberg, Board Chair  
 
The Columbia Association Board of Directors Meeting will be held on Thursday, 
October 27, 2022 beginning at 7:00 p.m. 
 

AGENDA 
  

1. Call to Order 5 min. Page Nos. 

 (a) Announce the procedures being used to conduct the hybrid meeting   

 (b) Roll Call to determine Directors in attendance   

 (c) Announce that both audio and video of the meeting are being broadcast. 
Anyone using the link to the meeting on CA’s website will be able to see 
and hear the proceedings. 

  

 (d) Timekeeper – Alan Klein   

2. Announcement of Closed/Special Meetings Held/To Be Held 1 min.  

3. Approval of Agenda 1 min.  

4. Hybrid (virtual/in-person) Resident Speakout will be available to individuals 
who submit the Resident Speakout form on CA’s website by 5:00 p.m. on 
Wednesday, October 26, 2022. On-site signup for Resident Speakout on 
the night of the meeting will not be available. Please note that, due to time 
constraints, it may be necessary to limit the number of people who can 
participate. 

 
 
 
 

 

5. Consent Agenda 1 min.  

 (a) Approval of Minutes – September 22, 2022 BOD Meeting  3 - 8 

6. Board Votes - None   

7. Board Discussion 135 min.  

 (a) Board FY24 Budget Discussion (draft operating budget and capital 
project allocations) 

 
(60 min.) 

 
9 

 (b) Ethics Policy Revision (30 min.)  

  (i) October 3, 2022 Memo and Documents  10 – 67 

  (ii) October 6, 2022 Memo and Documents  68 – 79 

  (iii) October 20, 2022 Memo and Documents  80 – 93 

 (c) CA’s Operational Practice for Votes in Village Elections  (10 min.) 94 - 95 

 (d) CA’s Operational Process for Tree Maintenance (10 min.) 96 

 (e) CA’s Operational Process for Encroachments on CA Property (10 min.) 97 – 98 

 (f) Draft President/CEO Evaluation Process (15 min.) 99 – 100 

8. Questions Only 10 min.  

 (a) President’s Report  101 - 104 

 (b) Report from the CA Representatives to the Inner Arbor Trust Board of 
Directors 

  
105 – 110 

 (c)  Pre-Filed State and County Legislation  111 - 112 

9. Proposed New Topics 1 min.  

10. Chair’s Remarks 3 min.  

11. Adjournment – Anticipated Ending Time: Approximately 10:00 p.m.   



Upcoming Scheduled Hybrid Meeting 
November 10, 2022 – Board of Directors Work Session – Beginning at 7:00 p.m. 

 
 

CA Mission Statement 
Engage our diverse community, cultivate a unique sense of place, and enhance quality of life 

 
 

CA Vision Statement 
CA creates and supports solutions to meet the evolving needs of a dynamic and inclusive 

community. 
 



 
 

1 
 

Draft Minutes of the  1 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 2 

Held September 22, 2022 3 

 4 
          To be approved October 27, 2022 5 
 6 

Columbia Association’s Board of Directors held a hybrid meeting on Thursday, September 22, 2022. Present were 7 
Chair Eric Greenberg, Vice Chair Virginia Thomas, and members Dick Boulton, Lakey Boyd, Janet Evans, Kevin 8 
Fitzgerald, Alan Klein (virtual), Bill Santos (virtual), Andy Stack, and Shari Zaret (virtual). Brian England was not 9 
in attendance. 10 
 11 
1. Call to Order 12 

The Board of Directors Meeting was called to order at 7:02 p.m. by Chair Eric Greenberg. Mr. Greenberg 13 
announced the procedures to be used to conduct the meeting and took a roll call of the Board members present.  14 
 15 

2.  Announcement of Closed/Special Meetings Held/To Be Held 16 
  CA’s Architectural Resource Committee held a closed meeting on August 8, 2022. Voting members present 17 

were Deb Bach, Karina Caico, and Susan Sloan. The vote to close the meeting was 3-0-0. 18 
 19 
 The closed meeting was authorized under the Maryland Homeowners Association Act, Md. Code, Real 20 

Property §11B-111(4)(iv), Consultation with staff personnel, consultant, attorneys, board members, or other 21 
persons in connection with pending or potential litigation. The meeting was closed from 1:00 p.m. until 22 
2:25 p.m. to discuss new and on-going covenant cases. 23 

 24 
 CA’s Architectural Resource Committee held a closed meeting on September 12, 2022. Voting members 25 

present were Deb Bach, Caroline Payton, Karina Caico, Susan Sloan, and Carole MacPhee. The vote to close 26 
the meeting was 5-0-0.  27 

 28 
 The closed meeting was authorized under the Maryland Homeowners Association Act, Md. Code, Real 29 

Property §11B-111(4)(iv), Consultation with staff personnel, consultant, attorneys, board members, or other 30 
persons in connection with pending or potential litigation or other legal matters. The meeting was closed from 31 
1:07 p.m. until 2:12 p.m. to discuss new and on-going covenant cases. 32 

 33 
 The Audit Committee held a closed meeting on September 19, 2022. Members present were James Young, 34 

Timothy Redmond, Andrew Stack, William Santos, and Kevin Fitzgerald. The vote to close the meeting was 5-35 
0-0. 36 

 37 
 The closed meeting was authorized under the Maryland Homeowners Association Act, Md. Code, Real 38 

Property §11B-111(4)(i),(iv) – Discussion of matters pertaining  to employees and personnel; and Consultation 39 
with staff personnel, consultants, attorneys, board members, or other persons in connection with pending or 40 
potential litigation or other legal matters. The meeting was closed from 7:45 p.m. until 9:33 p.m. for review of 41 
internal audit reports and consultation with staff personnel on legal matters. 42 

 43 
3.   Approval of Agenda  44 
       Action: Ms. Thomas moved to approve the agenda, seconded by Mr. Fitzgerald. The motion was approved by 45 

a vote of 8-0-1. 46 
  For:        Messrs. Boulton, Fitzgerald, Greenberg, Klein, and Santos; and Mmes. Evans, Thomas, and Zaret 47 
  Against: None 48 
  Abstain: Mr. Stack 49 
 50 
4. Verbal Resident Speakout  51 

(a) Jessamine Duvall – Hickory Ridge – Spoke about Board’s handling of President/CEO’s evaluation process 52 
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(b) Skye Anderson – Hickory Ridge – Spoke about open meetings of CA Board committees; painted bike 53 
lanes; and her pleasure in living in Columbia due to covenants 54 

 55 
(c) Roy Appletree – Prepare for Success – Thanked Columbia Association for supporting Prepare for Success 56 
 57 
(d) Sharon Boies – Protect Our Streams – Spoke about the Lake Elkhorn Stream Mitigation Project 58 
 59 

5.  Consent Agenda  60 
(a) Approval of Minutes – May 12, 2022 and July 28, 2022 Board of Directors Meetings – Approved by 61 

consent 62 
(b) Approval of Closed Meeting Minutes – April 21, 2022; July 18, 2022; July 28, 2022; August 18, 2022; 63 

September 1, 2022 – Approved by consent 64 
 65 

6.  Board Votes 66 
(a) Private Utility Easement Request – Level 3 Communications, Inc. 67 

Action: Mr. Stack moved to approve the Private Utility Easement Request from Level 3 Communications, 68 
Inc., seconded by Ms. Evans. 69 
 70 
Ms. Thomas asked if the conditions given by Mr. Mattey at the September 8 Board work session could be 71 
included in writing as amendments to the prepared easement. Ms. Thomas indicated she had requested that 72 
the conditions be provided to the Board in writing and expressed disappointment that she had not received 73 
them. Ms. Thomas felt the amendments provided protection to Columbia Association. 74 
 75 
Ms. Boyd responded that the formal easement agreement had not been drafted, since the Board had not yet 76 
voted to approve the easement request. Therefore, there was no document  to be amended. 77 
 78 
Mr. Boulton inquired if the Board was being asked to approve an easement it had not yet seen. Ms. Boyd 79 
responded that the process being followed was the one which has been in place during her tenure and for 80 
many years preceding; that is, the Board does not vote on the actual full easement agreement. Rather, the 81 
Board votes on the easement request; and, if approved, the formal easement agreement is then prepared by 82 
staff, including the General Counsel. 83 
 84 
Mr. Stack then asked to hear from Mr. Mattey regarding the proposed conditions. Mr. Mattey said the 85 
conditions would be (i) a reversionary clause, meaning that if the easement was not used for the intended 86 
purpose, the easement would be nullified; and (ii) a clause stating that the easement is limited for the 87 
specific utility (underground conduits and fiber optics) for which it is being requested. 88 
 89 
Action: Noting that the discussion had exceeded the five minute time allocation, Mr. Greenberg asked if 90 
there was any objection to adding ten minutes to the agenda for this topic. Ms. Evans objected. Ms. Thomas 91 
supported Ms. Evans’ objections. Ms. Evans also indicated she was not in favor of tabling the topic. An 92 
additional ten minutes was allocated for discussion. 93 
 94 
Ms. Zaret said her notes indicated a fee was included in the easement. Mr. Mattey agreed, stating the one-95 
time fee would be based on either an appraisal of the easement area or the value of the square footage of the 96 
adjacent property, which is part of easement process. 97 
 98 
Action: Mr. Stack moved to amend his original motion to include a reversionary clause; a clause limiting 99 
the use of the easement to the specific utility; and a one-time fee based on either the appraisal of the 100 
easement area or the value of the square footage of the adjacent property. Mr. Boulton seconded the 101 
motion. 102 
Mr. Santos then suggested a friendly amendment to require that the General Counsel review the easement 103 
for correctness. 104 
 105 
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Mr. Klein that asked if there was a method to determine which calculation would be used to determine the 106 
one-time fee. Mr. Mattey indicated it was the decision of the petitioner; and he felt CA would be fine with 107 
either method. 108 
 109 
In response to Mr. Santos’ friendly amendment, Mr. Aniton, CA’s general counsel, indicated he reviews all 110 
contracts into which CA enters. Mr. Aniton did not see any “red flags” with the inclusion of the materials 111 
cited in Mr. Stack’s amendment to his original motion. 112 
 113 
Action: Mr. Greenberg called the question and took a rollcall vote on the amendment proposed by Mr. 114 
Stack and seconded by Mr. Fitzgerald. The amendment was approved by a vote of 9-0-0. 115 
     For:        Messrs. Boulton, Fitzgerald, Greenberg, Klein, Santos, and Stack; and Mmes. Evans, Thomas,  116 

      and Zaret 117 
     Against: None 118 
     Abstain: None 119 
 120 

 (b) Board FY 2024 Budget Strategic Priorities 121 
Action: Mr. Stack moved that one of the options offered to the Board would be to maintain the facilities, 122 
programs, and services offered in FY 2023 in the FY 2024 budget. Mr. Boulton seconded the motion. 123 
 124 
Ms. Evans suggested arranging the strategic plan priorities in order of relevance for funding for FY 2024. 125 
Her top choices were resource stewardship and environmental sustainability. Ms. Zaret noted that 126 
community feedback indicated that pools, pathways and lakes were clear priorities, and agreed that 127 
sustainability was important. Mr. Klein would like the Board to discuss what the Board thinks should be 128 
paid by everyone and what should be paid for out of fees; and provide guidance to staff regarding where the 129 
Board feels annual charge dollars should be allocated.  130 
 131 
Action: Mr. Stack amended his motion to state that, in addition to building the FY 2024 budget based on 132 
FY 2023, the Board be given the cost of an accelerated capital spending plan based on repairs and 133 
maintenance of existing facilities. 134 
 135 
Following additional discussion by the Board, Mr. Greenberg called the question to approve Mr. Stack’s 136 
amended motion and took a rollcall vote. The motion passed by a vote of 8-1-0. 137 
     For:     Messrs. Boulton, Fitzgerald, Greenberg, Santos, and Stack; and Mmes. Evans, Thomas, and 138 
                   Zaret 139 
     Against: Mr. Klein 140 
     Abstain: None 141 
 142 

(c) President/CEO Evaluation Process 143 
Mr. Greenberg stated that, based on the discussion at the September 8, 2022 Board of Directors work 144 
session, he added a self-evaluation by the President/CEO and a mid-year evaluation of the President/CEO 145 
as part of the proposed process.  146 
 147 
Action: Mr. Boulton moved to approve the proposed President/CEO evaluation process, seconded by Ms. 148 
Thomas. 149 
 150 
Mr. Stack asked if the bonus was based on work done to-date or on stretch goals. Discussion then 151 
concerned best practices, individual preferences, and what may or may not be included in the president’s 152 
contract about bonus criteria. 153 
  154 
Ms. Boyd noted that some changes she suggested at the September 8 work session were not included in the 155 
revised process. Ms. Boyd stated, for the record, that she felt that the review should not be anonymous; and 156 
that members of the Senior Leadership Team, who work with her daily and have in-depth knowledge of her 157 
operational performance, should have input into her evaluation process. Ms. Boyd also stated a number 158 
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scale for ratings, as opposed to an alphabet scale, was always used in the organizations in which she 159 
previously worked; and that actionable and constructive feedback was required as commentary. 160 
 161 
Mr. Fitzgerald suggested that an independent third-party review the proposed review process to determine 162 
if it met industry standards for organizations such as Columbia Association. Mr. Greenberg asked if Mr. 163 
Fitzgerald would accept a compromise that would ask Columbia Association’s Human Resources Division 164 
to review the process since HR had not been consulted yet by the Board.  165 
 166 
Action: Mr. Fitzgerald accepted the compromise and made a motion to have Columbia Association’s 167 
Human Resources Department review the proposed process before implementing it. Discussion focused on 168 
whether Columbia Association’s Human Resources Division had formally reviewed the process. 169 
 170 
Action: Mr. Stack made a motion to table the topic until the Board heard back from Columbia 171 
Association’s Human Resources Division regarding adherence of the proposed process to best practices. 172 
Mr. Fitzgerald seconded the motion. 173 
 174 
Mr. Boulton suggested that every Board member look at the President/CEO’s contract. Mr. Klein inquired 175 
if the President/CEO’s contract was in the public domain; Mr. Aniton, CA’s General Counsel replied that it 176 
is not posted publicly. Mr. Klein also inquired the industry to which Mr. Fitzgerald specified for adherence 177 
to standards. Mr. Fitzgerald replied he did not specify an industry, but meant to say non-profits, large 178 
HOA’s, and other non-profits of the same size. 179 
 180 
Mr. Santos asked that he go on record in the meeting minutes as supporting everything that Ms. Boyd and 181 
Ms. Evans said, and commented about the part of the evaluation that said any Board member could opt out 182 
of evaluating any goal or objective that the Board sets at the beginning of the year. Mr. Santos felt that 183 
Board members should not be allowed to opt out at the end of the year. 184 
 185 
Mr. Greenberg clarified that the proposed policy did not advocate for opting out exactly. Rather, it allows 186 
for exception handling should a Board member decide not to evaluate the President/CEO on a goal or 187 
objective. 188 
 189 
Ms. Thomas asked Mr. Fitzgerald if Maryland Nonprofits would be a good organization to review the 190 
proposed process. Mr. Fitzgerald agreed that it would. Ms. Thomas thought Mr. Fitzgerald would be a good 191 
person to “handle that.” 192 
 193 
Ms. Boyd commented that Monica McMellon-Ajayi, CA’s Director of Human Resources, Diversity & 194 
Inclusion, compiled a slide deck of best practices collected from the industry for the Board’s information. 195 
The slide deck was presented to the Board at a previous meeting and included as part of the agenda packet. 196 
Ms. Boyd suggested that Board members reference that information. 197 
 198 
Action: Mr. Greenberg called the question on Mr. Stack’s motion to table the topic until hearing back from 199 
Columbia Association’s Human Resources Division regarding adherence of the proposed process to best 200 
practices. Mr. Greenberg took a rollcall vote, and the motion passed by a vote of 9-0-0. 201 
      For:       Messrs. Boulton, Fitzgerald, Greenberg, Klein, Santos, and Stack; and Mmes. Evans, Thomas, 202 
                   and Zaret 203 
     Against: None 204 
     Abstain: None 205 

 206 
Ms. Evans asked if a timeframe could be given on the topic. Mr. Greenberg indicated he wanted to talk 207 
with Ms. McMellon-Ajayi himself and asked Board members to send any insights they had on best 208 
practices to the Board. Mr. Greenberg also asked Mr. Fitzgerald to assist in getting a third party to review 209 
the proposed process. Mr. Greenberg indicated he would like the topic to be discussed again in October.  210 

 211 
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 (d) Sixpence Tot Lot Renovation 212 
Action: On behalf of Mr. England, who was unable to attend the meeting, Ms. Thomas moved to instruct 213 
staff to begin the purchasing process for more natural play equipment like the Bears playground for the 214 
Sixpence Tot Lot. The staff should report back at the October 27, 2022 Board meeting. Mr. Klein seconded 215 
the motion. 216 
 217 
Discussion focused on several components including (i) whether the Sixpence Tot Lot is a tot lot or a 218 
playground; (ii) clarity regarding what was being requested by the Hickory Ridge Village Board in its letter 219 
to CA’s Board of Directors; (iii) moving forward by approving the Twin Towers option, which CA’s Board 220 
did not approve at its February 28, 2022 meeting; (iv) the six-week length of time needed to determine 221 
specifications to initiate the procurement process, making it impossible to meet the October 27, 2022 222 
timeline for reporting back to the Board; (v) funding for the Twin Towers option which was not included in 223 
the FY 2023 budget; and (vi) natural playground equipment which may not last more than 10 years versus a 224 
more permanent structure with longer life. 225 
 226 
Mr. Greenberg notified the Board that it had exceeded its time allocation for discussion on the topic, and 227 
asked if there were any objections to adding 15 minutes for additional discussion. Hearing none, discussion 228 
continued. 229 
 230 
Mr. Greenberg indicated he would like the Board to think more strategically about how it wanted the tot lot 231 
system to look in the future. 232 
 233 
Mr. Stack expressed concern that the project could experience additional delays due to the time needed to 234 
follow purchasing protocols; buy the materials; and have them installed. He also expressed concern about 235 
installation cost in addition to the materials cost. 236 
 237 
Mr. Mattey offered comments on a Bears playground structure currently located at a private school in 238 
Columbia. He felt it was a good fit in a controlled, semi-private environment, but might not be heavy 239 
enough for use in a tot lot. Mr. Mattey reached out to the manufacturer to ask if any of the structures were 240 
used in municipalities, but has not received a response. Mr. Mattey also mentioned that the price of the 241 
Twin Towers option, originally requested by Hickory Ridge, increases by 12% on January 1, 2023. 242 
 243 
Discussion was held on the difference between a tot lot and a playground, and whether there was a policy 244 
for each. Mr. Mattey clarified that the tot lot policy has a provision for exceptions. Those exceptions would 245 
be playgrounds. The original request from Hickory Ridge was for an exception to the tot lot policy to 246 
construct a playground at the Sixpence location.  247 
 248 
Action: Mr. Greenberg called the question on the motion made by Ms. Thomas and seconded by Mr. Klein. 249 
The motion failed by a vote of 3-5-1. 250 
      For:       Mr. Greenberg and Mmes. Thomas, and Zaret 251 
     Against: Messrs. Boulton, Fitzgerald, Santos, and Stack; and Ms. Evans 252 
     Abstain: Mr. Klein 253 
 254 
Action: Mr. Stack moved that CA move ahead with the Twin Towers and that CA accepts staff 255 
recommendation to program $110,000 from the FY 2015 capital budget approved by CA’s Board of 256 
Directors for the Hickory Ridge Park Phase One project so that the Twin Towers can be constructed by the 257 
end of the year. Ms. Evans seconded the motion. 258 
After additional discussion by the Board, Mr. Stack called the question on the motion. 259 
 260 
Mr. Greenberg then asked for an amendment to Mr. Stack’s motion that asks CA to look at larger structures 261 
across the villages in next year’s capital budget. 262 
 263 
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Mr. Stack then amended his motion to begin with the words, “We will put on the October meeting agenda 264 
the beginning of the discussion of the tot lot policy which will include how we want to go forward. . .” Ms. 265 
Evans accepted the amendment to the motion. 266 
 267 
Mr. Greenberg called the question of Mr. Stack’s amended motion, seconded by Ms. Evans. The motion 268 
passed by a vote of 8-1-0. 269 
      For:       Messrs. Boulton, Fitzgerald, Goldberg, Klein, Santos, and Stack; and Mmes. Evans and 270 

      Thomas 271 
     Against: Ms. Zaret 272 
     Abstain: None 273 
 274 

7. Board Discussion 275 
 (a) Financial Reports and Updates 276 

(i) FY 2023 1st Quarter Financial Report  277 
Ms. Krabbe reviewed the information, which was also discussed at the Audit Committee meeting on 278 
September 19. 279 

 280 
(ii) FY 2023 1st Quarter Financial Statements 281 
 Ms. Krabbe reviewed the information, which was also discussed at the Audit Committee meeting on 282 

September 19.  283 
 284 

(b) Dashboard  285 
Mr. Burns reviewed the information. 286 
 287 

8. Questions Only 288 
 (a) President’s Report 289 

Ms. Thomas inquired about the second bullet under “Next Month at CA:” and asked who was paying for 290 
the completion of Symphony Woods turf renovations. Mr. Mattey stated Columbia Association is paying 291 
for them. 292 
 293 

(b) Report from the CA Representatives to the Inner Arbor Trust Board of Directors 294 
No questions were asked. 295 
 296 

(c) Pre-Filed State and County Legislation 297 
 No questions were asked. 298 
 299 

9. Proposed New Topics 300 
 Mr. Santos asked that the Tot Lot Policy be added to the list. 301 
 302 
10. Chair’s Remarks 303 
 Mr. Greenberg commended the Board for coming to a decision on the Sixpence Tot Lot, and looks forward to 304 

further discussions on the tot lot policy. 305 
 306 
11. Adjournment 307 
 Action: Ms. Thomas moved to adjourn the meeting, seconded by Ms. Evans. Hearing no objections, the 308 

meeting adjourned at 9:23 p.m.  309 
 310 
 311 

Respectfully submitted, 312 
 313 
Janet F. Loughran 314 
Board Operations Coordinator 315 
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MEMORANDUM

DATE:  October 21, 2022 

TO: Members of the Columbia Association Board of Directors 

Lakey Boyd, President/CEO 

cc: Lynn Schwartz, Director of Finance/Treasurer 

FROM: Susan Krabbe, Senior Vice President and CFO 

SUBJECT: FY24 Pre-Budget Workbook 

A link to the FY 2024 Pre-Budget Workbook will be posted as back-up material to the 
October 27, 2022 Board meeting. It is expected to be posted on October 24. Once 
posted, you will be able to access the report online. Go to https:// 
www.columbiaassociation.org/about-us/financials/financial-reports/; then scroll toward 
the bottom of the page, select “FY 2024 Budget Materials,” then select “FY24 Pre-Budget 
Workbook." 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

AGENDA ITEM 7(a)
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MEMORANDUM

DATE:  October 3, 2022 

TO: Columbia Association Board of Directors 
Lakey Boyd, President/CEO 

FROM: Michael Aniton, General Counsel 

Subject: Ethics Policy Revision Update 

In February 2022, the President/CEO provided the Columbia Association (“CA”) Board of 

Directors with a memorandum that was drafted by CA’s General Counsel which described the 

process for revising CA’s ethics policies.  The Board did not raise any objections to the process. 

In March of 2022, The President/CEO provided the Board with a draft revised ethics policy that 

was drafted by the General Counsel in coordination with the President/CEO, the Director of 

Human Resources, and the Director of Audit, and a memorandum that was drafted by the General 

Counsel which described the major revisions that were made to CA’s ethics policies.  On April 7, 

2022, Board member Andrew Stack submitted an email to the CA Board with suggested changes 

to the draft revised ethics policy. No other CA Board members submitted proposed changes in 

writing at that time. The CA Board discussed the draft revised ethics policy, which met legal, 

governance, human resources, insurance, and audit requirements, at the April 14, 2022, CA 

Board meeting and agreed on some minor changes that the General Counsel subsequently made 

to the draft revised ethics policy.  On April 27, 2022, CA Board Member Dick Boulton submitted 

an email to the CA Board with suggested changes to the draft revised ethics policy.  The Board 

discussed the draft revised ethics policy, again, at the April 28, 2022, Board meeting.  During the 

April 28, 2022, meeting, a motion was made to waive the CA Board’s “three reading rule” so that 

the CA Board could vote on the draft revised ethics policy that evening, but that motion failed, 

with a vote of 5 – 5.  During the April 28, 2022, discussion about the draft revised ethics policy 

the Board, again, agreed on some proposed minor changes that the General Counsel agreed to 

make.  The Board mentioned that some substantive changes were needed but did not provide 

specific suggestions at that time. After the discussion of the revised draft ethics policy during the 

April 28, 2022, meeting, Board Chair Janet Evans instructed the CA Board to submit any 

additional suggested changes to the draft revised ethics policy prior to the May 12, 2022, Board 

meeting.  Two minor submissions were made prior to the May 12, 2022, Board meeting. 

The Board did not discuss the draft revised ethics policy again until June 9, 2022, when 

the CA Board decided to assign a subcommittee to draft an ethics policy instead of approving the 

draft that CA’s General Counsel had written in coordination with other senior staff.  On June 23, 

2022, one Board member stated a minor comment and one substantive comment.  At the meeting, 

the policy subcommittee was asked for an update, and Dick Boulton and Shari Zaret reported that 

it was in process.  During Board discussion, it was determined that the subcommittee would not 

AGENDA TOPIC 7(b)(i)
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have a draft ready until mid to late July, or perhaps August. The CA Board did not clearly establish 

which Board members were assigned to the ethics policy subcommittee.  On July 13, 2022, Dick 

Boulton submitted a draft document entitled “The Columbia Association Board of Directors Ethics 

Code” to CA’s General Counsel for review.  On August 4, 2022, Dick Boulton submitted a draft 

document entitled “Board of Directors Ethics Code Enforcement Policy” to CA’s General Counsel 

for review.  On August 8, 2022, Andy Stack submitted a draft document entitled “Reporting & 

Handling Ethics Complaints” to CA’s General Counsel for review.  The CA Board has not indicated 

whether the Board had reached consensus concerning the content of the documents submitted. 

 

Below is a summary of the significant differences between the revised draft ethics policy 

submitted by the General Counsel and “The Columbia Association Board of Directors Ethics 

Code” and “Board of Directors Ethics Code Enforcement Policy” submitted by Mr. Boulton and 

“Reporting & Handling Ethics Complaints” submitted by Mr. Stack.  This outline is only intended 

to highlight major components. 

 

“The Columbia Association Board of Directors Ethics Code” 

1. In Section 2, Board Responsibilities, this document: 
a. does not clearly establish that the Board does not have a role in monitoring, 

managing, or directing the day-to-day operations of the organization 
b. does not clearly and expressly state the boards fiduciary duties as established by 

Maryland law 
2. In Section 3, Restrictions on the Board, this document: 

a. does not include use of their personal email address to conduct CA business, or 
use of their CA email address to conduct personal business or to express their 
personal opinions on matters that impact CA to the public. 

b. does not include while serving on the Board and within one (1) year following 
termination of their term on the Board of Directors be employed by or enter into 
any contract for compensation in excess of $2,500 with CA either personally or in 
a manner from which they would so benefit directly. 

c. does not include within one (1) year following termination of their term on the Board 
of Directors, assist or represent another party for compensation in a case, contract, 
or other specific matter involving CA if that matter is one in which the member 
participated while affiliated with CA. 

3. Section 4, Civility, was included as a new section  
4. In Section 5, Conflicts of Interest, the document: 

a. states that a conflict of interest does not apply to the 10 Columbia Village 
Associations or to the Inner Arbor Trust. 

b. does not include language that establishes the procedure for disclosing, reviewing, 
handling, and properly documenting the review of conflicts of interest. 

5. In Section 6, Business Conduct, the document: 
a. does not include the following: 
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i. in the Equal Opportunity paragraph, language prohibiting abusive, 
harassing, or other offensive conduct, whether verbal, physical, or visual. 

ii. in the Drug-Free workplace paragraph, language stating that reporting to 
work under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol and/or the abuse of 
alcohol or medications in the workplace are violations of the Policy and the 
law. 

iii. in the Gifts and Entertainments paragraph, language prohibiting kickbacks 
or payment to government officials for the purpose of influencing decisions. 

iv. in the Contest Awards section language, excepting that part-time and 
seasonal CA team members – excluding family members of the CA Board 
of Directors and Senior Management – are eligible to apply for the Spirit of 
Columbia Scholarship and to be awarded such Scholarship. 

v. in the Confidential or Proprietary Information paragraph, language that if 
third parties seek to compel disclosure of proprietary information, CA’s 
General Counsel must be notified. Proprietary information that belongs to 
a third party and is covered by a non-disclosure agreement or similar 
agreement also must be protected accordingly. 

vi. in the Competition and Fair dealing paragraph, language that theft or 
unauthorized use or disclosure of confidential or proprietary information, or 
the possession of trade secret information that was obtained without the 
owner’s consent, is prohibited. 

vii. in the Network Use, Integrity, and Security paragraph, language that CA 
reserves the right to monitor and review any use of the internet and CA e-
mail or any other electronic communications without notice and language 
prohibiting the unauthorized use, copying, distribution, or alteration of 
computer software whether obtained from outside sources or developed 
internally. 

viii. in the Financial Management and Record-Keeping paragraph, language 
prohibiting the falsification of business records, that all records are to fairly 
and accurately reflect information in reasonable detail, that no information 
should be concealed from CA’s internal or independent auditors. 

ix. in the Political Activity paragraph, language that specifies that types of 
conduct that constitutes acting as a CA representative. 

x. a section for “Business Expenses.” 
xi. a section for “Corporate Opportunities.” 
xii. reference to the reporting procedure if misconduct is witnessed. 

6. The document does not include the procedures for handling violations of the Code of 
Ethics (a separate document was produced concerning this matter).   

7. The document does not include a commitment and certification paragraph to acknowledge 
that it was received, read, and understood. 

 

“Board of Directors Ethics Code Enforcement Policy” and “Reporting & Handling 

Ethics Complaints”  

1. The document entitled “Board of Directors Ethics Code Enforcement Policy” does not: 
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a. allow for oral submission of a complaint.  (The document states that all complaints 
must be in writing and inappropriately dissuades anonymous submissions by 
stating “it is preferred that accusers take ownership of their accusations.”) 

b. provide detail for the investigation process and omits timelines. 
c. provide standards for how the investigation is to be conducted. 
d. contemplate potential conflicts of interest by stating that “all Board members, 

regardless of whether or not they are a party to the complaint are eligible to 
participate in the discussion of the matter and are entitled to one vote in its 
resolution.” 

e. fully address non-retaliation. 
2. The document entitled “Reporting & Handling Ethics Complaints” contains most of the 

information that is included in the enforcement procedure that was drafted by CA’s 
General Counsel. 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CA Team -- 
 
 
This entire Ethics Policy could be distilled to a single statement: 
 
 

Do the right thing, whether or not someone is watching. 
 
 
It would be ideal if we could all live in a world where this is always true and we did not 
need to spell out specifics in policies. However, we live in a world, and serve in an 
organization, with complex and interconnected human behaviors. In fact, each of us might 
have differing perspectives on what “the right thing” might be in a particular situation. The 
reality is that we do need clearly stated, widely published, and openly recognized 
guidelines, recommendations, and even requirements, to ensure that we are all operating, 
engaging, and leading in the same manner.  
 
 
I commit to serving this organization in my capacity while holding to the standards 
contained within this Ethics Policy. I expect the same from you in your service to CA. 
 
 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
 
Lakey Boyd 
President / CEO 
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SECTION I. ETHICS AND BUSINESS CONDUCT 
 
 
A. Introduction 

Thise Code of Ethics and Business Conduct section of theis Ethics Policy (“Policy”) is designed 
to promote honest, ethical, and lawful conduct by all CA employees, Board members, officers, 
senior management, volunteers, and affiliates, and is intended to help you understand CA’s 
standards of ethical business practices. This section describes the types of ethical conduct that 
CA expects from everyone in the organization and provides that all CA personnel and Board 
members will be held responsible for acting accordingly. You are expected to conduct yourself in 
accordance with the underlying policies and procedures so as to avoid even the appearance of 
improper behavior.  
 
The underlying policies cover a wide range of business practices and procedures. While the 
policies cannot cover every conceivable issue that may arise, they do set out basic principles to 
guide you in your day-to-day CA business activities. Some of these principles are also set forth in 
more detail in CA’s Team Member Handbook and Purchasing Policies and Procedures. 
These ethics policies should also be provided to CA’s agents, consultants, and representatives 
who are expected to apply the same high ethical standards while working on CA business. 
 
If a policy conflicts with the law, you must comply with the law. Where a custom conflicts with a 
policy, however, you are expected to comply with the policy. These policies supersede any past 
policies, practices, or customs.  Questions about any such conflicts can be directed to CA’s 
principal ethics officer (“PEO”), who is CA’s General Counsel.  

 
The PEO has overall responsibility for providing oversight of these policies and assisting you 
regarding the application of these policies and related laws, regulations, policies, and procedures. 
If you believe a situation may involve, or lead to, a violation of these policies, you have a duty to 
act by seeking guidance and reporting such concerns or violations.  You may also want to consult 
with or seek guidance from your immediate supervisor, a team leader, the Director of Human 
Resources, Diversity and Inclusion, or the PEO. The PEO can be reached at 410-715-3115.  You 
may report violations anonymously by calling the Ethical Advocate Ethics Hotline at 877-619-7909 
or by submitting your complaint online at ca.ethicaladvocate.com. 
 
Violators of thise Ethics Policy will be subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination 
of your service with CA. If you find yourself in a situation that you believe may violate, or lead to 
a violation of, these policies, you must follow the procedures described in Section IV, Reporting 
Ethics Violations, of this Policy. 
 
In certain circumstances, misconduct may also be reported to the appropriate law enforcement 
authorities. 
 
 
B. Compliance with Laws, Rules, and Regulations 

Obeying the law, both in letter and in spirit, is the foundation of CA’s ethical standards. You are 
expected to comply with, and obey, all federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations. While 
it is no small task to know the details of the laws, rules, and regulations that may affect CA’s daily 
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business operations, these policies, along with other CA policies, provide important guidance in 
making decisions.  
 
These policies are part of a broader set of organizational policies, including without limitation, 
CA’s Drug and Alcohol Policy, Equal Opportunity and Sexual Harassment Policy, and 
Workplace Violence Prevention Policy. 
 
If you have any doubt as to the lawfulness of any proposed activity, you should seek advice from 
the PEO. 
 
 
C. Equal Opportunity 

Columbia Association is an Equal Opportunity Employer, and embraces team members and 
volunteers who can contribute to the diversity of the organization. Over and above non-
discrimination, CA’s mission includes engaging its diverse community and meeting the evolving 
needs of a dynamic and inclusive community. That ’is why CA welcomes people of diverse or 
marginalized backgrounds and abilities as part of the its team. 
 
CA is committed to providing equal employment opportunities and maintaining a work 
environment that is free of offensive conduct, discrimination, hostility, harassment, or intimidation 
based on race, sex, religion, color, age, national origin, pregnancy, gender identity, and any other 
factors protected by federal, state, and local laws.  Accordingly, abusive, harassing, or other 
offensive conduct, whether verbal, physical, or visual is strictly prohibited. 
 
If you believe that you have been subjected to, or observe others being subjected to, unlawful 
discrimination, harassment, or intimidation by other CA personnel, including Board members, or 
contractors, vendors, customers, or other individuals with whom CA has, or expects to have, a 
business relationship, you are expected to report such conduct in accordance with the procedures 
described in Section IV, Reporting Ethics Violations, of this Policy. 
 
 
D. Drug-Free Workplace 
CA prohibits the inappropriate or illegal use of drugs and alcohol. The illegal possession, 
distribution, or use of any controlled substances on CA’s premises, or at CA functions, is strictly 
prohibited. Similarly, reporting to work under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol and/or the 
abuse of alcohol or medications in the workplace are violations of this Policy and the law.  
 
 
E. Conflicts of Interest 

All CA Personnel (which includes Senior Management, and CA team members, and committee 
members), and the Board members, are expected to be mindful of possible conflicts of interest.  
 
A conflict of interest exists when a person’s private activities, agreements, business investments 
or interests or other situations, whether paid or unpaid, could reasonably be expected to interfere 
with the person’s objectivity, job performance, judgment or diligence in protecting and promoting 
the interests of CA to the extent that such person would place his or her personal interests, or 
those of another, above the interests of CA.  While it is not possible to describe or anticipate all 
the circumstances that might involve a conflict of interest, a conflict of interest is likely to arise 
when: 
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1. You take action or have interests that impede your ability to perform your work objectively 
or effectively; 
 

2. You have a financial or personal interest in a contract or transaction to which CA is a party; 
 

3. You or a family member receive improper personal benefits as a result of your CA position; 
 
4. You work simultaneously for CA and a competitor of or vendor to CA. You should avoid 

any direct or indirect business connection with CA’s competitors and vendors, except on 
CA’s behalf; 

 
5. CA purchases property, materials, supplies, equipment or services from you or from any 

business or company that is owned or controlled by you or a family member; or 
 

6. You receive a personal loan from CA. 
 
An actual or perceived conflict of interest may not always be obvious. Care should be taken about 
the appearance of a conflict of interest since such appearance might impair the reputation of CA 
even when there is no actual conflict and no wrongdoing. You have an obligation to avoid any 
conflict of interest and, where avoidance is not feasible, to disclose the situation to a manager, 
the Director of Human Resources, the PEO, the Chair of the Board of Directors, or the Chair of 
the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors as applicable. If you have a question, you should 
consult with one of these parties. If you become aware of any potential, actual or apparent conflict 
of interest, whether involving you or any other party, you must follow the procedures described in 
section IV, Reporting Ethics Violations, of this Policy. 
 
 
F. Gifts and Entertainment, Gratuities, and Illegal Payments 

The purpose of business entertainment and gifts is to create goodwill and sound working 
relationships, not to gain unfair advantage. You, your family members, and agents of CA are 
prohibited from accepting, offering, or providing gifts or entertainment. CA personnel and Board 
members are prohibited from accepting any gift with a value exceeding $2550.00 or a series of 
gifts with a total value exceeding $1200.00 in a one-year period from any one person or entity as 
such gifts are deemed excessive in value.  If you receive a request for such a gift, you must report 
it to the PEO. Any CA team member that is offered tips should consult with a team leader, the 
Director of Human Resources, or the PEO. Anyone with questions about whether accepting, 
offering, or providing gifts or entertainment is prohibited in any particular situation should contact 
an immediate supervisor, a team leader, the Director of Human Resources, or the PEO. 
 
Kickbacks to or from any person are prohibited. No illegal payments of any kind are to be made 
to any local, state, or Federal Government officials, or to officials of any other country, territory, 
or municipality at any time or under any circumstances. Moreover, no funds or other assets of CA 
are to be paid, directly or indirectly, to government officials or persons acting on their behalf or to 
representatives of other businesses for the purpose of influencing decisions or actions with 
respect to CA’s activities. 
 
Also, you may not use agents, consultants, independent contractors, or other representatives to 
do indirectly what you could not do directly under thise Code Policy or any other applicable law, 
rules, and regulations. 
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G. Contest Awards 

You, and your family, are not eligible to win any type of prize or award associated with any contest, 
drawing, raffle, sweepstakes, or other competition open to the public that is sponsored or run by 
CA. However, part-time and seasonal CA team members – excluding family members of the CA 
Board of Directors and Senior Management – are eligible to apply for the Spirit of Columbia 
Scholarship and to be awarded such Scholarship if they are determined to meet the criteria for 
such award. 
 
 
H. Misuse of Assets 

You have an obligation to protect CA’s assets from misuse or misappropriation. CA’s assets 
include tangible assets, such as products, equipment, and facilities, as well as intangible assets, 
such as intellectual property, trade secrets, reputation, and business information.  The 
Organization’s assets may only be used for business purposes and such other purposes as are 
approved by the Organization. You must not take, make use of, or knowingly misappropriate the 
assets of the Organization for personal use, for use by another, or for an improper or illegal 
purpose. You may not remove, dispose of, or destroy anything of value belonging to CA without 
CA’s express written consent, including both physical items and electronic information. Any 
suspected incident of fraud or theft should be immediately reported for investigation as per 
Section IV, Reporting Ethics Violations, of this Policy. 
 
 
I. Corporate Opportunities 
You owe a duty to CA to advance its legitimate interests when the opportunity to do so arises. 
Without the consent of CA’s Board of Directors, you are prohibited from taking for yourself, or 
directing to others, business opportunities that are made known to you or obtained through the 
use of corporate property, information or your position. 
 
 
J. Confidential or Proprietary Information 

You must not use, or disclose, any confidential or proprietary information to any person or entity 
outside of CA, either during or after service with CA, except with written authorization or as may 
be required by law. You may not use confidential or proprietary information for your own personal 
benefit or the benefit of persons or entities outside the Organization. 
 
Proprietary information includes, but is not limited to, non-public information relating to the CA’s 
operations, documents identified as confidential, non-public information about discussions and 
deliberations, relating to business issues and decisions, between and among employees, 
volunteers, officers and directors, and intellectual property. Proprietary information may be 
encountered in many forms, such as documents, electronic media, or even business 
conversations. Proprietary information does not include information that: 
 

1. is or becomes publicly available without breach of thise PolicyCode; 
2. is or becomes known or available from a third party who did not acquire or disclose such 

information by breach of a duty of confidentiality or by a wrongful or illegal act; 
3. is subject to disclosure under the Maryland Homeowners Association Act; or 
4. is independently developed by you or others without reference to CA’s proprietary 

information.  
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Unauthorized use or distribution of proprietary information may be illegal and result in civil or 
criminal penalties. In general, proprietary information shall not be used for your personal benefit 
and can be distributed within CA only on the basis of business necessity. Proprietary information 
may not be disclosed outside CA unless required by law or specifically authorized by the 
appropriate team leader or officer and only after the recipient of the information executes a non-
disclosure agreement acceptable to CA. You are expected to take reasonable measures to 
protect proprietary information from being disclosed outside CA. If third parties seek to compel 
disclosure of proprietary information, CA’s General Counsel must be notified. Proprietary 
information that belongs to a third party and is covered by a non-disclosure agreement or similar 
agreement also must be protected accordingly. 
 
Additionally, you are required to protect the confidentiality of all proprietary Iinformation after your 
relationship with CA ends. You shall not retain any proprietary information after termination, and 
you shall not disclose any proprietary information, or use it for any purpose, at any time thereafter. 
You shall cooperate with CA after termination in any effort to control disclosure of proprietary 
information or to retrieve information from others and to enforce the terms of any nondisclosure 
agreement or similar agreement against third parties. 
 
Questions about the proprietary nature of any information should be directed to your immediate 
supervisor, a team leader, the Director of Human Resources, Diversity, and Inclusion, or the PEO. 
 
 
K. Competition and Fair Dealing 

CA seeks to provide its services to the Columbia community fairly and honestly. We seek 
competitive advantages through superior performance, never through unethical or illegal 
business practices. Theft or unauthorized use or disclosure of confidential or proprietary 
information, or the possession of trade secret information that was obtained without the owner’s 
consent, is prohibited. CA Personnel, and Board members, should endeavor to respect the 
rights of, and deal fairly with, the residents and businesses of Columbia, and CA’s customers, 
vendors, competitors, and personnel. CA Personnel, and Board members, shall not take unfair 
advantage of anyone through manipulation, concealment, abuse of privileged information, 
misrepresentation of material facts, or any other intentional unfair-dealing practice. 
 
 
L. Outside Communication 

CA is committed to providing full, fair, and accurate disclosure in all public communications and 
to being in compliance with all applicable law, regulations, and rules. For this reason, unless you 
are specifically authorized to do so, you may not speak or act on CA’s behalf or make any 
appearance of doing so. Never answer questions from the media or other members of the public 
without making it clear you are speaking solely as an individual. If you should receive such an 
inquiry, it is best to obtain the name and contact information of the person and immediately notify 
CA’s Director of Communications and Marketing.  
 
As a private individual, you have the right to speak out on issues in any public forum or on social 
media, websites, and other vehicles. However, when you speak as an individual, it is critical that 
you expressly state that you are not speaking in your role as a CA employee or Board member 
and not give the appearance of speak or act on CA’s behalf as a private individual, or give the 
appearance of doing so. You should be especially aware of the broad reach of social networking 
and similar media and the potential organizational harm that comes from making public 
statements. Such vehicles are increasingly monitored by customers, regulators, and colleagues, 
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and your comments may be attributed to CA, even though you did not intend for them to be taken 
that way.  
 
 
M. Network Use, Integrity, and Security 
CA reserves the right to monitor and review any information contained on a CA computer or other 
electronic device issued by CA. In addition, CA reserves the right to monitor and review any use 
of the internet and CA e-mail or any other electronic communications without notice. Access to 
CA systems may be revoked, and disciplinary action taken, in the event such systems are used 
to commit illegal acts or to violate the nondiscrimination, harassment, solicitation, proprietary 
information, or any other terms of the Code.  

 
In order to maintain systems integrity and protect CA’s network, you must not divulge any 
passwords used to access CA computers or databases. You also must avoid using or distributing 
unauthorized software that could damage or disrupt CA’s work environment by transmitting 
viruses or conflicting with CA systems. You shall not engage in the unauthorized use, copying, 
distribution, or alteration of computer software whether obtained from outside sources or 
developed internally. All software, including “shareware,” contains terms of use to which you must 
adhere. 
 
Any suspected breach of CA’s network security systems or misuse of the system should be 
reported immediately to the IT department and the PEO also pursuant to the Policy for Reporting 
Violations. 
 
 
N. Health and Safety 
CA strives to provide a safe and healthy work environment. All CA personnel, and Board 
members, have a responsibility to follow safety and health rules and practices, and to report 
accidents, injuries, and unsafe equipment, practices, or conditions.  
 
 
O. Financial Management and Record-Keeping 
Public disclosure of certain CA information is our practice and may also be required by law. We 
make full, fair, accurate, timely, and understandable disclosures in periodic reports and in public 
statements such as news releases. CA requires honest, timely, and accurate recording and 
reporting of information involving CA accounts, payroll, business expenses, and time recording in 
order to make truthful public disclosures and support responsible business decisions. Falsifying 
business records is a serious offense that may result in criminal prosecution, civil action, and/or 
disciplinary action, up to and including termination. If you are authorized to make expenditures or 
enter into transactions on behalf of CA, you must ensure that all transactions are recorded 
properly. 
 
All of CA’s books, records, accounts, and financial statements must be maintained in reasonable 
detail, must appropriately reflect CA’s transactions, and must conform both to applicable legal 
requirements and to CA’s system of internal controls. All records are to fairly and accurately 
reflect, in reasonable detail, CA’s assets, liabilities, revenues, and expenses. All transactions are 
to be supported by accurate documentation in reasonable detail and recorded in the proper 
account and in the proper accounting period. No transactions should be intentionally misclassified 
as to accounts, departments, or accounting periods. No information should be concealed from 
CA’s internal or independent auditors. CA Personnel involved in the preparation, accumulation, 
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summarization, and reporting of financial information must ensure there are no false or misleading 
entries, material misstatements, or fraudulent activities that would directly or indirectly impact our 
financial statements or business operations. Personnel involved in systems, processes, and 
reporting mechanisms, both financial and non-financial in nature, have a responsibility to 
ascertain that they are operating effectively. 
 
Anyone aware of issues that might impact the financial statements or business operations of CA 
must make full disclosure to their immediate supervisor, a team leader, and the dDirector of 
hHuman rResources, Diversity, and Inclusion, or the PEO. If you are involved in establishing or 
maintaining internal controls, you must make sure such controls are operating effectively and are 
sufficient to ensure that information generated is accurately recorded and reported on a timely 
basis. As requested by management, you may be required to certify on a periodic basis the 
integrity of financial reports for which you are responsible. 
 
Business records and communications often become public, so exaggeration, derogatory 
remarks, guesswork, or inappropriate characterizations of people and companies should be 
avoided. This applies equally to email, internal memos, website and social media postings, blogs, 
and formal reports. Records should always be retained or destroyed in accordance with CA’s 
Record Retention and Disposal Policy (“Retention Policy”). Destroying or altering a 
document with the intent to impair the document’s integrity or availability for use in any potential 
official proceeding is a crime. Documents relevant to any pending, threatened, or anticipated 
litigation, investigation, or audit shall not be destroyed for any reason. In accordance with 

the Retention Policy, in the event of litigation or governmental investigation, consult CA’s General 
Counsel. If you believe that CA records are being improperly altered or destroyed, you should 
report it as per Section IV, Reporting Ethics Violations, of this Policy.  
 
 
P. Business Expenses 

You may incur business expenses, which must be documented and recorded accurately. If you 
are not sure whether a certain expense is legitimate, ask your immediate supervisor, a team 
leader, the Director of Human Resources, Diversity, and Inclusion, or the PEO. Rules and 
guidelines are set forth in CA’s Procurement Card Policy and Travel Policy, and are available 
from the Finance and Purchasing Departments.  
 
 
Q. Audits and Investigations 

CA personnel, and Board members, shall cooperate with CA representatives and relevant 
authorities in matters of internal and external audits, government investigations, and other 
activities to the fullest extent of the law. On occasion, government auditors or investigators may 
contact individual CA Personnel, and Board members, directly. Any request for information, 
complaint, or other inquiry from a governmental organization shall be forwarded directly to our 
General Counsel. If you are in doubt about how to proceed, contact the General Counsel. Failure 
to cooperate fully in an investigation or audit shall be grounds for discipline, up to and including 
termination. 
 
 
R. Reporting Illegal or Unethical Behavior 

You are required to report any circumstance that you believe in good faith may constitute a 
violation of the Codethis Policy, or any other CA policy, applicable law, regulations, or rules. If you 
are in a situation that you believe may involve or lead to a violation of the Code, you should must 
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report it according to the procedures described in Section IV, Reporting Ethics Violations, of this 
Policy. You may also consult with and/or seek guidance from your immediate supervisor, a team 
leader, the Director of Human Resources, Diversity, and Inclusion, or the PEO.  
 
It is CA’s policy to encourage the communication of bona fide concerns relating to the lawful and 
ethical conduct of business, and audit and accounting procedures or related matters. It is also the 
policy of CA to protect those who communicate bona fide concerns from any retaliation for such 
reporting. Pursuant to, among other things, the Policy for Reporting Violations, CA does not permit 
retaliation of any kind for good faith reports of misconduct. CA Personnel, and Board members 
are expected to cooperate in investigations of misconduct. 
 
 
S. Political Activity  
CA personnel, and Board members, are free to engage in political activity, including endorsement 
of candidates for political office, when the member is acting in his/her individual capacity. In no 
way, however, should the activities of CA personnel, or Board members, be performed in such a 
manner as to indicate that CA supports a specific candidate. All political activities must be carried 
out on a strictly personal basis and supported only by personal, not CA, resources. CA personnel, 
and Board members, may not endorse candidates for political office while the member is acting 
as a representative of CA and shall not use his or her CA title in connection with any political 
endorsement. CA personnel, and Board members, will be considered to be acting as a 
representative of CA when: 
 

1. Carrying out work or volunteer duties on behalf of CA 
 

2. Attending a CA meeting or event sponsored by CA 
 

3. Attending a meeting as a representative of CA 
 

4. Wearing a name badge or clothing designating him/her as a representative of CA 
 

5. Communicating with a CA email account. 
 
 
T. Commitment and Certification 

Your commitment to conduct yourself in accordance with this Code is essential to its success. 
CA requires that all CA Personnel, and Board members, certify that he/she has received and 
read this Policy and understand its contents. 
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SECTION II. BOARD OF DIRECTORS – DUTIES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
 
A. Introduction 

Board members also are subject to unique duties and responsibilities in addition to the other 
provisions of this Policy. The purpose of this section of the Policy is to outline duties and 
responsibilities of Board members that are in addition to the other provisions of the Policy. The 
provisions of these duties and responsibilities are intended to supplement and expand upon the 
other sections of this Policy. 
 
If a policy in these Special Requirements conflicts with the law, you must comply with the law. 
Where a custom conflicts with these additional requirements for Board members, however, you 
are expected to comply with these additional requirements. Questions about any such conflicts 
should be directed to CA’s principal ethics officer (the “PEO”), who is CA’s General Counsel.  
 
 
B. Fiduciary Duties 

1. The Duty of Care. Compliance with a standard of care is required by the Annotated 

Code of Maryland, Corporation and Associations Article, Section 2-405.1. That standard 

of care requires that a director act in good faith, in a manner the director reasonably 

believes to be in the best interests of the corporation, and with the care an ordinarily 

prudent person in a like position would exercise under similar circumstances. To adhere 

to the duty of care when making decisions, board members must assess all available 

and pertinent information, act in good faith to further the organization’s interests, and act 

as a reasonably prudent person would under the same or similar circumstances.  A 

board member may not act simply as a representative of a particular village or 

constituency. Once all constituent perspectives are established and acknowledged, they 

must be considered in relation to the perspective of the entire community of Columbia 

and decisions and votes made accordingly. 

2. The Duty of Loyalty.  The duty of loyalty requires board members to act in the best 

interest of the corporation and to avoid, or disclose, conflicts of interest or transactions 

that might appear to create conflicts of interest.  Board members’ primary loyalties must 

lie with the organization and not with their own personal or business interests., you Board 

members must act in, or not opposed to, the best interest of the organization.  The duty 

of loyalty requires that, in the regular course of business, a director not disclose 

information about the corporation’s legitimate activities unless they are already known 

by the public or are public record. Board members should not disclose confidential and 

privileged communication tha it has had with legal counsel (GC or outside counsel) such 

as contract negotiations and personnel matters.  Keep confidential all non-public 

information that relates to the Organization’s business, unless disclosure and/or use of 

such information is otherwise authorized. Directors may not use such information for 
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personal benefit or the benefit of persons or entities outside the Organization, nor may 

they disclose this information for any purpose. 

3. The Duty of Obedience.  The duty of obedience requires board members to be faithful 

to the organization’s purpose and mission and to the law.  Directors must put CA’s 

interests above their own individual interests or the interests of other organizations, and 

act in a way that is consistent with the central goals of the organization and with the law. 

 
 
C. Obligations of Board Members 
 

1. Responsibilities of Board Members.  

In complying with the requirements of the Code, and in fulfilling their fiduciary duties, 

each Board Member shall: 

a. Be informed regarding CA’s governing documents including its Charter, Bylaws, 

and such policies as the Board of Directors may adopt, as well as applicable 

Maryland law, so that each Board Member can assist the Board of Directors in the  

decision-making process;  

b. Be informed regarding the purposes of CA; 

c. Be informed about the services and programs provided by CA; 

d. Share equitably in the work of the Board of Directors; 

e. Formulate CA strategic policies; 

f. Exercise independent and informed judgment on all corporate decisions; 

g. Carry out fiduciary responsibilities of the Board of Directors, including oversight 

and approval of the CA budget and review of CA financial statements; 

h. Serve on committees of the Board of Directors; 

i. Regularly attend meetings and work sessions of the Board of Directors and 

applicable committees; 

j. Review agendas, supporting materials, and prior meeting minutes before meetings 

and work sessions of the Board of Directors and applicable Board committees, and 

otherwise prepare for such meetings and work sessions; 

k. Take responsibility for, and follow through on, assignments arising from meetings 

and work sessions of the Board of Directors and applicable Board committees; 

l. Participate in formulating the strategic plan for CA, including review of data; 
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m. Attend special events and functions of the Board of Directors and individual Village 

Community Associations, as well as community-wide CA events; 

n. Present reports of actions of the CA Board of Directors at village board meetings; 

o. Work with CA’s President to establish performance objectives; 

p. Evaluate the performance of CA’s President, while providing the necessary 

support for CA’s President to further CA’s goals; and 

q. Remain in good standing with respect to all financial obligations, covenants, and 

regulations contained in CA’s Declaration and in the governing documents of the 

Village Community Association that elected the Board Member as a Columbia 

Council Representative. 

 
 

2. Restrictions on Board Member Activity. 

In addition to the other requirements of the Code, no Board Member shall: 

a. Engage in any writing, publishing, or speech-making on behalf of CA that defames 

any other Board Member or CA team member; 

b. Discuss the confidential proceedings of the Board of Directors or release 

confidential information; 

c. Act in a way that is intended to intimidate another person in the conduct of their 

office or which a reasonable person would conclude had such intent and which, in 

fact, did intimidate; 

d. Undermine the authority of the Board of Directors, the Chair of the Board of 

Directors, or CA’s President to perform his/her duties, or interfere with the duties 

of CA’s management and staff; 

e. Knowingly misrepresent facts, or the Board of Director’s position, on an issue to a 

resident or property owner in the Columbia community for the purpose of 

advancing the Board Member’s personal cause or influencing the Columbia 

community to place pressure on the Board of Directors to advance the Board 

Member’s personal cause; 

f. Speak for, or act on behalf of, CA unless specifically authorized to do so by the 

Board; 

g. Conduct themselves in a manner that assumes any greater rights and privileges 

than any other resident in the Columbia community; 
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h. Within one (1) year following termination of their term on the Board of Directors, 

assist or represent another party for compensation in a case, contract, or other 

specific matter involving CA if that matter is one in which the member participated 

while affiliated with CA; 

i. While serving on the Board and within one (1) year following termination of their 

term on the Board of Directors be employed by or enter into any contract for 

compensation in excess of $2,500 with CA either personally or in a manner from 

which they would so benefit directly;  

j. Simultaneously serve on the Board of Directors and as a sworn partisan public 

officer;  

k. Allow any family member to receive remuneration for any work performed for CA, 

except when the family member is a dependent child employed on a seasonal 

basis or is already a CA employee at the time of the Board Member’s election to 

the board, unless the family member is part of senior management (defined as the 

President, Department Directors, Division Directors, the internal auditors, the 

treasurer, the controller, and the general counsel); or 

l. Use their personal email address to conduct CA business, or use their CA email 

address to conduct personal business or to express their personal opinions on 

matters that impact CA to the public. 

 
 
E. Board Compensation 

Any action by the Board of Directors to provide for or increase the compensation for Board 
Members for expenses incurred for attendance at meetings of the Board of Directors or for other 
expenses associated with the performance of the duties of a Board Member shall not become 
effective until two (2) years after the date of the public meeting at which such action was approved. 
Board Members are entitled, however, to receive without such passage of time such indirect 
benefits as attendance at relevant conferences and meetings, and other such benefits as are 
reasonably related to the conduct of CA’s affairs and activities as shall be approved in a public 
meeting in accordance with federal and state laws and regulations.  
 
 
F. Commitment and Certification 

Board Members are required to provide Confidential Conflicts of Interest Financial Disclosure 
Reports in accordance with the provisions of this Ethics Policy. The Confidential Financial 
Disclosure Report requires the Board member to provide information concerning the sources of 
a Board member’s assets and income, liabilities, and outside positions held. 
 
Your commitment to conduct yourself in accordance with all components of this Ethics Policy 
contained herein is essential to their success.  CA requires that each Board Member certify that 
he/she has received and read this full Ethics Policy and understands their contents and agrees to 
conduct him/herself in accordance with their standards. 
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Each Board member will be provided with a copy of this document annually, in advance of the 
Organizational Meeting in held in May. At the Organizational Meeting, each Board member will 
be required to accept and sign an acknowledgement form before being allowed to vote in an open 
meeting or being allowed to participate in a closed meeting. 
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SECTION III.  CONFLICTS OF INTEREST – SENIOR MANAGEMENT 
AND THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
 
A. Introduction 

CA acknowledges the importance of having this comprehensive section of the pPolicy for 
identifying and effectively handling actual or potential conflicts of interest.  The purpose of this 
policy section is to set forth procedures for monitoring, reporting, reviewing, and addressing 
conflicts of interest and related party transactions. Full compliance with this policy is mandatory.  
 
The adoption of this section of the pPolicy is an important measure to assure that Board members 
and Senior Management act in accordance with their fiduciary duties under Maryland law, that 
rules applicable to tax-exempt organizations are not violated, and that sanctions for “excess 
benefit transactions” under Section 4958 of the Internal Revenue Code are avoided.  
 
Individuals covered as Senior Management under this Conflicts of Interest policy are: 

1. President/CEO 
2. Officers 
3. Department Directors 
4. Assistant Department Directors 
5. General Counsel/Principal Ethics Officer 
6. Legal Assistant 
7. Director of Human Resources, Diversity, and Inclusion 
8. Human Resources Manager 
9. Director of Information Technology 
10. Members of Purchasing Division 
11. Members of Office of Audit and Advisory Services 
12. Treasurer 
13. Controller 
14. Construction Contracts Administrator 
15. Assistant Construction Contracts Administrator 

 
 
B.  Requirements and Duties 

The CA Board members and Senior Management are expected to be mindful of possible conflicts 
of interest. A conflict of interest exists when a person’s private activities, agreements, business 
investments or interests, or other situations, whether paid or unpaid, could reasonably be 
expected to interfere with the person’s objectivity, job performance, judgment, or diligence in 
protecting and promoting the interests of CA to the extent that such person would place his or her 
personal interests, or those of another, above the interests of CA.  
 
Any position or connection, whether paid or unpaid, that might reasonably be expected to interfere 
with your objectivity, job performance, judgment or diligence in protecting and promoting the 
interests of CA creates a conflict to the extent that you might place your own interests or those of 
another above the interests of CA. 
 
Mere service without compensation as a director or officer of a non-profit 501(c)(3) charitable 
corporation or volunteer service as a member of a governmental task force or committee does 
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not constitute a financial interest engendering a conflict of interest.  However, a conflict of interest 
occurs when a Board member places the interests of the other organization above CA’s interests.   
 
It is understood that the CA Board members also serve as representatives for their respective 
Village Community Associations, as established in CA’s governing documents, which creates a 
unique and complex relationship as it pertains to conflicts of interest.  Given that each CA Board 
member holds a dual role as the representative for his/her Village Community Association, each 
CA Board member must take measures to ensure that they disclose potential conflicts between 
their role as a CA Board member and as a Village Community Association representative when 
required.    
 
Care should be taken about the appearance of a conflict of interest since such appearance might 
impair the reputation of CA even when there is no actual conflict and no wrongdoing. All persons 
covered by this Policy shall exercise good faith in all transactions relating to their duties to CA 
and shall not use their positions in any manner that is contrary to the best interests of CA or to 
promote their own business interests or those of family, friends, or business partners. Reasonable 
efforts must be made by Senior Management and Board members to avoid conflicts of interest, 
and where conflicts may arise, to disclose them properly. CA Board members and Senior 
Management have an obligation to avoid any conflict of interest and, where avoidance is not 
feasible, to disclose the situation to your immediate supervisor, a team leader, the Director of 
Human Resources, Diversity, and Inclusion, the PEO, the Chair of the Board of Directors, or the 
Chair of the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors, as applicable.  
 
While it is not possible to describe or anticipate all the circumstances that might involve a conflict 
of interest, a conflict of interest is likely to arise when: 
 

1. You take action or have interests that may make it difficult to perform your work 
objectively or effectively; 

 
2. You have a financial or personal interest in a contract or transaction to which CA is a 

party; 
 

3. You, or a family member, receive improper personal benefits as a result of your CA 
position; Improper benefits do not include Tokens of Respect (defined below); 

 
4. You work simultaneously for CA and a competitor of or vendor to CA. You should avoid 

any direct or indirect business connection with CA’s competitors and vendors, except on 
CA’s behalf; 

 
5. CA purchases property, materials, supplies, equipment, or services from you, or from any 

business or company that is owned or controlled by you, or a family member; 
 

6. You receive a personal loan from CA; 
 

7. there is a compensation or other financial arrangement with a person or entity involved 
in a specific transaction with CA or with which CA is negotiating or contemplating 
negotiating a transaction; 

 
8. tThere is a compensation or other arrangement or affiliation with an entity or individual 

selling goods or services to or purchasing goods or services from CA; 
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9. tThere is a compensation or other arrangement or affiliation with an entity that competes 

with CA;  
 

10. tThere is the ability to use one’s position, or confidential information or the assets of CA, 
to one’s, or an affiliated party’s, personal advantage or for an improper or illegal purpose;  

 
11. tThe acquisition of any property, or other rights, in which CA has an interest, or that one 

knows, or has reason to believe, at the time of acquisition that CA is likely to have an 
interest; 

 
12. tThere is an opportunity related to the activities of CA and available to CA (unless the 

Board of Directors has made an informed decision that CA will not pursue that 
opportunity); 

 
13. tThere is a debt to CA, other than for amounts due, for ordinary travel and expense 

advances.  
 
A financial conflict of interest exists when any CA Senior Management or Board member has a 
financial interest or has a family or social relationship with someone who has a financial interest 
in a contract or a business dealing with CA.  A financial interest also exists when a Senior 
Management or Board member has an investment in, or is a director, trustee, officer, employee, 
or agent of, or has an ability to control or otherwise direct the actions of an outside entity that is 
contracting or dealing with CA. That entity may be private, public or governmental, regardless of 
form.  
 
If you have a question, you should consult with one of these parties. If you become aware of any 
potential, actual or apparent conflict of interest, whether involving you or any other party, you must 
follow the procedures described in Section IV, Reporting Ethics Violations, of this Policy. 
 
 
C.  Implementation 
Disclosures should be made in advance, before any action is taken. Conflict identification and 
analysis can be difficult, so Senior Management and Board members are expected to err on the 
side of caution and disclose all instances where a conflict, or the appearance of a conflict, might 
be present.  
 
CA’s Principal Ethics Officer (PEO), who is CA’s General Counsel, shall be responsible for 

implementing these provisions and advising persons as to their application. Any questions or 
issues should be directed to the PEO and/or the Chair of the Board of Directors for resolution. 
 
Senior Management and Board members are required to submit to the PEO at least once per 
year (and updated as appropriate) the Confidential Conflicts of Interest Financial Disclosure 
Report (“Report”) form. The PEO shall review and maintain a file of all Reports. The Report 
completed by the PEO shall be reviewed by the President/CEO. 
 
 
D. Compliance 
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If a Senior Management or Board member fails to comply with these policies or any other relevant 
CA policies or applicable laws, that person will be subject to disciplinary measures, up to and 
including immediate discharge.  
 
 
E. Procedure Regarding Disclosure, Review, and Handling of Conflicts  

An individual subject to this policy shall: 
1. promptly and fully disclose all known and potential conflicts of interest to the PEO and the 

Board of Directors, who will then consider the matter and any relevant facts;  
2. remove oneself from any discussions, deliberations, or voting on the matter by the Board; 

and 
3. refrain from influencing, participating in, or acting on any matter in which a conflict, or the 

appearance of a conflict, is determined to exist by the Board of Directors.  
 
A determination by the Board of Directors regarding a conflict of interest shall be made by majority 
vote in accordance with the voting procedure stated in the Bylaws of CA. 
 
Meetings of the Board of Directors regarding conflicts of interest shall be held in closed session 
in accordance with the provisions of the Maryland Homeowners Association Act, all other 
applicable laws, and CA’s Charter and Bylaws. Information, documents, and records obtained by 
the Board of Directors shall be withheld from public disclosure in accordance with the Maryland 
Homeowners Association Act and all applicable laws. The PEO shall participate as an advisor in 
meetings of the Board of Directors under this Policy, unless the PEO is the subject of the meeting. 
The Board of Directors may also retain outside counsel to attend such meetings.  
 
 
F. Record Keeping  

The Board of Directors considering a known or potential conflict of interest shall maintain detailed 
minutes and records regarding the matter. Such minutes shall reflect the name of the individual 
involved and any disclosure made, the vote on whether a conflict of interest is present, the names 
of the persons participating in any discussions and deliberations with regard to approving or 
rejecting any contract involving that individual, the substance of discussions and deliberations, 
adherence with procedures, the abstention from voting and participation by the specified 
individual, and that a quorum was present. The PEO, President/CEO, or Board Chair considering 
a complaint alleging a violation of the policy and/or a request for an advisory opinion regarding 
interpretation of the provisions of the policy and its application also shall maintain detailed records 
regarding the matter. 
 
 
G. Corrective Action  
In the event a member of Senior Management other than the President/CEO fails to act in 
accordance with this section of the policy, the PEO may recommend corrective action to the 
President/CEO, up to and including termination. The Board of Directors may take corrective action 
if the individual involved is the President/CEO or a member of the Board. In the event a Board 
member fails to act in accordance with this section of the Policy, the PEO may recommend 
corrective action to the Board of Directors, up to and including termination.  In the event that a 
formal reprimand or other action is proposed, the recommendation must be presented with 
supporting documentation. The individual involved shall be given an opportunity to be heard prior 
to the final decision on the matter. 
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SECTION IV. REPORTING ETHICS VIOLATIONS 
 
 
A. Introduction 

 
1. The procedures under this section of the pPolicy are intended to: 

 

a. Provide avenues to report alleged illegal or unethical activities to management and the 
Board of Directors. 

 

b. Enable management and the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors to be informed 
at an early stage regarding alleged illegal or unethical activities. 

 

c. Reassure those who make good faith complaints that they will be protected from 
discriminatory or retaliatory treatment. 

 

d. Maintain a culture of openness, accountability, and integrity at CA. 
 
2. In order to further CA’s commitment to a legal and ethical workplace, this section of the 
pPolicy: 
 

a. Establishes a procedure for making verbal or written complaints and reports regarding 
CA’s operational practices or alleged fraudulent and/or unethical business practices; 

 
b. Establishes a procedure for the receipt, review, and possible investigation of and 

response to such complaints; 
 

c. Establishes a procedure for the retention of records concerning all such complaints 
and any investigation, resolution, or report regarding the complaint; and 

 
d. Makes clear CA’s intention to discipline by appropriate means, up to and including 

termination, any person whom CA determines engaged in discriminatory or retaliatory 
conduct toward a person making a complaint or impeded any investigation of a 
complaint of illegal or unethical conduct. 

 
Please note that issues related to individual employment, including claims of discrimination, 
harassment, or other allegedly unfair or improper treatment, are covered by the applicable policies 
set forth in CA’s Team Member Handbook. 
 
 
B. Making a Complaint 

Any person may report allegations of suspected illegal or unethical conduct. CA encourages that 
all complaints be made in writing, using CA’s complaint form, so as to assure a clear 
understanding of the issues raised; however, complaints may also be made orally and by email.  
Complaints should be factual rather than speculative or conclusory and should contain as much 
specific information as possible to allow for proper assessment and to facilitate the investigative 
process. Complaints are encouraged to be filed at the earliest possible time relative to the alleged 
misconduct so that timely investigation and, if appropriate, action may be taken. 
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Any complaint made under this Policy, any and all investigations, and/or proceedings pertaining 
to the complaint, and any outcome of such investigations and/or proceedings – other than a public 
reprimand, suspension, expulsion or other outcome that necessarily involves disclosure – shall 
be considered confidential. 
 

1. Complaints by CA Personnel  

Any CA personnel (which includes any CA team member, team leader, or officer) or Board 
member who becomes aware of illegal conduct, such as misuse of CA funds, a possible 
criminal act, or a significant threat to the health and safety of others, or believes that illegal 
conduct may take place in the future, must promptly report the matter.  

 
CA Personnel, including Board members, have a duty to report any unethical conduct, such 
as a conflict of interest.,  Members of the Board of Directors, officers and members of Senior 
Management are required to report such matters. 

 
Complaints should be directed to the following designees: 

 

a. Complaints should ordinarilyshall be made to CA’s Principal Ethics Officer 
(“PEO”). The PEO is CA’s General Counsel.  The PEO shall make CA’s 

President and the Chair of the Board of Directors aware. 
 

b. If a complaint concerns the PEO, it should shall be made directly to CA’s President.  
CA’s President shall make the Chair of the Board of Directors aware. 

 

c. If a complaint concerns CA’s President or a Board Member, the complaint should shall 
be made directly to the Chair of the Board of Directors for consideration.  The Chair of 
the Board of Directors shall make Tthe PEO should be made aware.  

 

d. If a complaint concerns the Chair of the Board of Directors, it should shall be made 
directly to the Chair and Vice Chair of the Board’s Audit Committee for consideration 
by the full committee.  The Chair and Vice Chair of the Audit Committee shall make 
Tthe PEO should be made aware. 

 

e. In the case ofIf a complaint is filed against the full Board of Directors, it shall be made 
directly to the PEO who shall should make the CA President aware and refer it to 
outside counsel. 

 

f. Complaints involving human resources matters should shall be reported to the Director 
of Human Resources, Diversity, and Inclusion. The Director of Human Resources, 
Diversity, and Inclusion shall make the PEO should be made aware. 

 
If a complaint is received by a person other than the one designated above, it must be referred 
by the recipient to the appropriate designated person.  

 
2. Complaints by Persons Other Than CA Personnel  

Individuals who are not CA Personnel may report these matters through the same channels 
outlined above. 
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C. Investigating Reports of Ethics Violations 

All complaints are to be considered as serious and shall be promptly addressed. 
  
The checks and balances built into these procedures are designed to strike the proper balance 
between ensuring full compliance with legal obligations and ensuring the integrity and efficacy of 
the policy on the one hand, and protecting members of the Board, through the use of reasonable 
due process procedures, against patently false, malicious or groundless accusations that could 
result in significant business or personal harm if not properly handled.  To ensure that an 
investigation is successful, it must be thorough, objective, accurate, timely, and credible. 
 

1.  Receipt of Complaint 

Within 24 hours of receipt of a complaint (or no later than the next business day if the 
complaint is received on a weekend or over a holiday), the PEO, or other designee, shall 
confirm with the complainant that the complaint has been received.  Within 24 hours of 
receipt of a complaint (or no later than the next business day if the complaint is received 
on a weekend or over a holiday) the PEO, or other designee, shall inform the subject of 
the complaint that a complaint has been filed and summarize the complaintallegations.  
Within 3 business days of receipt of a complaint, the PEO, or other designee shall provide 
the subject of the complaint with a copy of the complaint (with redactions as required).  
The subject of the complaint shall be given an opportunity to respond to the complaint, in 
writing, within 14 calendar days of receipt of a copy of the complaint. 
 
The PEO, or other designee, shall review the complaint, response thereto, and other 
relevant information and shall make an initial determination of whether an investigation of 
the allegations in the complaint is warranted within 30 calendar days of receipt of the 
complaint.  Failure of the PEO, or other designee, to make an initial determination shall 
result in the automatic initiation of an investigation.  
 
2.  Dismissal of Complaint 
The PEO or other designee may determine that no investigation is warranted because, 
among other reasons: 
 

a. The allegations in the complaint, even if true, do not amount to a violation of 
any of the Ethics Policies; 

b. The party about whom the allegations are made is no longer with CA, and no 
other circumstances nor the nature of the allegations suggest that an 
investigation is warranted; 

c. The allegations are so vague and unspecific that they are not credible or are 
not capable of being efficiently investigated; 

d. The allegations contain facially unreliable or insufficient information; 
e. The compliant is patently frivolous or trivial; or  
f. The value of CA assets involved in the complaint is negligible.  

 
If the PEO or other designee determines that an investigation is not warranted, she or he 
shall submit a written report explaining the reasons for the determination not to investigate 
to the complainant, the subject of the complaint, the Audit Committee of the Board of 
Directors, and CA’s President, or other person as appropriate.  At this point, the matter 
will be considered closed/resolved. 
 
3.  Conducting an Investigation 
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If the PEO, or other designee, determines that an investigation is warranted, he or she 
must provide written notice to the complainant, the subject of the complaint, and 
appropriate parties that an investigation will be initiated and explaining how the 
investigation will be conducted. The appropriate parties for purposes of this paragraph are 
as follows: 
 

a. PEO will inform the CA President, the Chair of the Board of Directors, and the 
Audit Committee  

b. CA President will inform the Chair of the Board of Directors and the Audit 
Committee 

c. Chair of the CA Board will inform the CA Board and the PEO 
d. Chair/Vice Chair of the Audit Committee will inform the CA Board and the PEO. 

 
An exception to these reporting requirements may be made only in cases where one of 
these individuals is the subject of the investigation. 
 
The PEO or other designated person will determine the manner in which the investigation 
will be conducted, and the extent of any communications with the person reporting the 
violation and any person whose conduct or actions are the subject of the report. The PEO, 
or other designee, shall conduct the investigation or shall assign one or more appropriate 
individuals from within or outside of CA to assist with and/or to conduct the investigation. 
CA may retain outside legal counsel to advise the investigator(s) and/or to conduct the 
investigation. If an investigation by the Board or Audit Committee requires the assistance 
of an outside entity in conducting the investigation, such assistance should be obtained 
from individuals or entities with whom CA does not have an ongoing business/working 
relationship.  
 
The investigator(s) shall interview or take a written witness statement from the person 
reporting the violation, any person whose conduct or actions are the subject of the 
complaint, and all relevant witnesses.   Other persons with information that may be 
relevant may be interviewed at the discretion of the investigator(s). Interviews shall be 
documented in writing by noting, at a minimum, the date and time of the interview, location 
or method (phone or video) of the interview, the names of the interviewer and the person 
being interviewed, and a summary of the interview.  In the event that a witness is unwilling 
to be interviewed or to submit a written witness statement, the investigator(s) shall 
document the date and time that he/she attempted to interview or obtain a written 
statement from the witness and that the witness declined to give a statement.  
 
The investigator(s) shall not be governed or bound by technical rules of evidence or 
procedure. Persons and entities may be asked to provide documentation and oral, written, 
and/or transcribed statements. The investigator(s) shall conduct further inquiries as they 
deem appropriate in order to review and address the concerns raised by the complaint or 
resulting from information learned during the investigation. The PEO, or other person 
designated as responsible for the investigation, will closely monitor the investigation to 
help facilitate timely and thorough review of the allegations.  
 
The investigation shall be completed within 60 calendar days of the date that the PEO, or 
other designee, notified the complainant and subject of the complaint that an investigation 
was being initiated.  The investigator(s) may submit a written request for a 30 calendar 
day extension to the PEO, or other person designated as responsible for the investigation.  
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The request for extension must state the reason that an extension is necessary.  The 
request for extension should only be granted under exceptional circumstances where 
additional time is needed to ensure a fair and comprehensive consideration of the 
complaint.  The decision whether to grant or deny the request for extension must be made 
within 5 calendar days.   

 
Following the completion of the investigation, the PEO, or other designee, shall prepare written 
findings of fact, conclusions concerning whether the subject of the complaint violated the Ethics 
Policies, or any other CA policy, and recommendations, if appropriate. The findings of fact, 
conclusions, and recommendations shall be submitted as follows: 
 

a. When the findings and recommendations are issued by the PEO, they shall be submitted 
to CA’s President and the Chair of the Board of Directors. The Audit Committee of the 
Board of Directors shall be notified and provided a summary of the results. CA’s President 
shall determine what, if any, corrective action to take.  

b. When the findings and recommendations are issued by CA’s President, the Chair of the 
Board of Directors and the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors shall be notified and 
provided a summary of the results. CA’s President shall determine what, if any, corrective 
action to take. 

c. When the findings and recommendations are issued by the Chair of the Board of Directors 
or the Chair of the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors, they shall be submitted to 
the Board of Directors, which shall determine what, if any, corrective action to take. Such 
determination shall be made by majority vote in accordance with the voting procedure 
stated in the Bylaws of CA. If the subject of the complaint is a Board Member, he/she will 
not be permitted to vote.  If the complainant is a Board Member, he/she will not be 
permitted to vote. The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors and the PEO shall be 
notified and provided a summary of the results. 

 
Any corrective action taken pursuant to this policy shall be set forth in writing and records of the 
corrective action shall be maintained by CA. 
 
All CA Personnel, and Board members, have an obligation to cooperate with these investigations.  
 
 
D. Corrective Action 

Corrective action for violation of the Ethics Policyies, for impeding the filing of a complaint or the 
conduct of an investigation pursuant to this policy, or for retaliation for protected conduct, may 
include result in appropriate disciplinarye action, up to and including termination. In the case of 
Board Members, such corrective action may include the Board of Directors’ issuance of a 
reprimand or removal. There is obviously a range of options between discipline or reprimand and 
termination or removal. All those options cannot be listed here, and instead will be included in the 
recommendations for corrective action, based on the specific situation. In addition, the corrective 
action may include referring the information to an appropriate law enforcement agency if the 
investigation uncovers evidence of possible criminal conduct, and/or instituting a civil action to 
recover damages, loss or expenses incurred by CA. 
 
In the event that the corrective action to be taken involves probation, suspension, reduction in 
compensation, demotion, and/or termination, or, in the case of Board Members, a reprimand or 
removal, that individual shall be given an opportunity to submit in writing to the person or entity 
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determining the corrective action a request for reconsideration and the reasons for such 
reconsideration prior to the corrective action becoming effective. 
 
If a CA employee or Board member is terminated or removed, as a result of substantiated 
unethical or inappropriate business conduct, they shall be permanently banned from working for, 
or serving on behalf of CA. 
 
The complaint, investigation, and report of the findings and recommendations shall remain 
confidential to the extent that it is still possible to conduct a proper investigation of the complaint, 
and such confidentiality does not conflict with any action necessitated by the report or CA policy. 
 
CA employees may be placed on leave, suspended with or without pay, or reassigned pending 
the outcome of any investigation if the PEO or other designee makes a determination that any of 
these apply:  
 

1. The complaint raises such serious allegations that such interim action is warranted  
2. Such interim action is warranted due to conduct by the person(s) under investigation  
3. Such action is warranted as a result of related factors such as safety, workplace 

productivity, risk of retaliation, or the need to separate persons involved in or the subject 
of the investigation  

 
Investigatory matters may also be referred to local law enforcement officials where appropriate. 
 
 
E. Confidentiality 

Complaints may be submitted anonymously, or the person submitting the complaint may request 
confidentiality (subject to the limitations on confidentiality contained in this policy). Anonymous 
reports can be made by contacting the Ethical Advocate Ethics Hotline, 877-619-7909, or 
ca.ethicaladvocate.com. A complaint made under this policy is subject to the non-retaliation 
provisions set forth below. 
 
 
F. Non-Retaliation 

CA is committed to protecting individuals from interference, discrimination, or retaliation for having 
made a good faith report under this policy.  
 
No adverse action may be taken and retaliation is strictly prohibited, including, without limitation, 
intimidation, harassment, discrimination, coercion or otherwise, whether express or implied, 
against anyone who makes a good faith report or assists in an investigation of, or the fashioning 
or implementation of any corrective action or response made in connection with, any complaint. 
Any retaliation or attempted retaliation against any party making a report in good faith will be 
disciplined severely.  
 
After a report has been received, the PEO, or other person designated as responsible for the 
investigation, shall review the work environment, the supervisory structure, performance 
evaluation arrangements, and other matters relating to the person making the report, and may 
consult with Senior Management members in order to make a determination regarding whether 
adjustments in supervision, job location, or other job aspects should be made in order to reduce 
the risk of retaliation.  
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It is the intention of CA to take whatever action may be deemed appropriate to prevent and correct 
activities that violate this policy. Reports of retaliatory or discriminatory actions or interference 
should be reported as any other reportable act. 
 
CA encourages all to raise concerns in good faith. However, CA Personnel, and Board members 
are prohibited from knowingly making false, misleading, or malicious complaints. 
 
 
G. Record Keeping  

The PEO shall maintain a written record of all complaints that shall identify the receipt of the 
complaint, the investigation if any, the report to the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors or 
Board of Directors, and the ultimate resolution, and include all documentation relating to the 
report. (If the complaint concerns the PEO, the record shall be maintained by CA’s President or 
other appropriate person designated by CA’s President.) A summary of reporting activity shall be 
prepared by the PEO and submitted to CA’s President and Audit Committee of the Board of 
Directors at such intervals as they shall determine. The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors 
will notify the Board of Directors of reporting activity when they determine such communication is 
necessary. Appropriate modifications shall be made to this preparation and submission process 
if the report concerns the PEO, CA’s President, or Board Members.  
 
All records shall remain confidential. 
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SECTION V: INTERPRETATION 
 
 
The interpretation, application and operation of this policy are the responsibility of the PEO and 
CA’s President, subject to the oversight of the Board of Directors and/or the Audit Committee only 
as applicable in the case of a complaint concerning the President, Chair or a Board member. 
 
 

SECTION VI: COMMITMENT AND CERTIFICATION 
 
Your commitment to conduct yourself in accordance with all components of this Ethics Policy is 
essential to its success. CA requires that all CA Personnel, and Board members, certify that 
he/she has received and read this Policy and understand its contents and agrees to conduct 
him/herself in accordance with the Policy. 
 
Board Members are required to provide Confidential Conflicts of Interest Financial Disclosure 
Reports in accordance with the provisions of this Policy. The Confidential Financial Disclosure 
Report requires the Board members to provide information concerning the sources of their assets 
and income, liabilities, and outside positions held. 
 
Each Board member will be provided with a copy of this document annually, in advance of the 
Organizational Meeting in held in May. At the Organizational Meeting, each Board member will 
be required to accept and sign an acknowledgement form before being allowed to vote in an open 
meeting or being allowed to participate in a closed meeting. 
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Columbia Association  

Conflicts of Interest Financial Disclosure Report 

 
 
Reporting Period  FY ; May 1, to April 30, . 
 

 

Name Position/Title Date 

 

□ New Entrant □ Annual If new entrant, date joined CA or acquired position listed:   

I certify that the statements on this form and all attachments are complete and correct to the best of my knowledge. 

Signature: 

 

 
Persons Required to Report. 

 Members of Board of Directors 

 President/CEO 

 Officers 

 Department Directors 

 Assistant Department Directors 

 General Counsel/Principal Ethics Officer 

 Legal Assistant 

 Director of Human Resources, Diversity and Inclusion 

 Human Resources Manager 

 Director of Information Technology 

 Members of Purchasing Division 

 Members of Office of Audit and Advisory Services 

 Treasurer 

 Controller 

 Construction Contracts Administrator 

 Assistant Construction Contracts Administrator 

 
 
Reporting period. The reporting period is defined as the 52-week period prior to the filing of this report, which shall be 

made within 30 days of assuming a position listed above and thereafter by June 30 each year. Any significant changes 

should be reported as they occur. Reports should be filed with the Office of the General Counsel/Principal Ethics Officer. 

 
Attachments. You may attach supplementary pages where sufficient space is not provided. 

 

Type of Reporting. In identifying financial interests and activities below, YOU ARE NOT REQUIRED TO DISCLOSE 
AMOUNTS OR VALUES. Distinguish entries for family members by putting an “S” for spouse or “C” for dependent child 

after the name of the entity. 
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Confidentiality. The primary use of the information on this form is to determine compliance with CA’s Conflicts of 

Interest Policy. Additional disclosures of this information may be made to law enforcement agencies if CA becomes aware 

of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation; to a court or party in a court proceeding in order to comply with a 

judge-issued subpoena; to a source when necessary to obtain information relevant to a conflict of interest investigation 

or decision; in a judicial or administrative proceeding if the information is relevant to the subject matter; or as required 

by the Maryland Homeowners Association Act, Annotated Code of Maryland, Real Property Article Section 11B – 101, et 

seq. This confidential report will not otherwise be disclosed to anyone not authorized by law. 

 

Part I: Assets & Income 
 

Report for yourself, your spouse and dependent children: 

 

 Sources of earned income such as salaries, fees, commissions or honoraria that generated over $200 gross 

income for yourself or $1,000 gross income for your spouse or dependent children during the reporting period. 

 Investments or partnership interests in any non-public entity held by you, your spouse and dependent children 

with a value greater than $1,000 at the end of the reporting period or which produced more than $200 in gross 

income during the reporting period. 

 Any financial interest/ activity that would give rise to a potential conflict of interest, such as investments in or 

business transactions with entities that you are aware do business with CA or entities that compete directly with 

CA. 

 

 
Source (Name & Address of Employer, Business, etc.) Type (Salary, Dividend, Interest, Rent, etc.) Still Held? (Y/N) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
None □ 

 
Part II: Liabilities 
 

Liabilities over $10,000 owed by you, your spouse and dependent children at any time during the reporting period. 

 
Exclude: 
 

 personal residence mortgage (unless residence is rented out) 

 auto/household furniture/appliance loans or revolving charge accounts, 

 Money owed to family members, loans on retirement accounts 
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Creditor Name & Address Type (Rental property mortgage, promissory note, etc.) 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
None □ 
 

Part III: Outside Positions 
 

Report any positions outside CA, whether or not compensated, held during the reporting period. Positions include an 

employee, officer, director, trustee, partner, proprietor, representative or consultant for a business, nonprofit or 

educational institution. 

Exclude: 
 

 Positions with religious, social, fraternal or political entities 

 Positions of a strictly honorary nature 

 Member of the Board of Directors of one of the 10 Columbia Community Associations 

Organization Name & Address Type Position Still Held? (Y/N) 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
None □ 

 
Part IV: Agreements & Arrangements 

 

Report arrangements for future employment or continuation of payment by a former employer (including severance 

payments). 

 
Organization/Parties Terms 
 

 
 
 

 
None □ 
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Part V: Relatives Employed by Columbia Association 

 

List any relatives currently employed by Columbia Association. 
 
Name of Relative Relationship Employment Position Employment Location 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

None □ 
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The Columbia Association Board of Directors Ethics Code Draft 

1. Introduction. The entire Ethics Code might be distilled into a single statement:  

Do the right thing, whether or not someone is watching. 

It would be great to live in a world where everyone did just that, and it wouldn’t be necessary 

to spell out policy specifics. Nevertheless, our world is complex, and many of us will have 

different perspectives on exactly what “the right thing” is in any particular situation.  

Thus, we need clearly stated guidelines to ensure we are all operating with the same 

understanding of what is expected of us. 

This Ethics Code document (the Code) provides ethical guidelines for members of the Columbia 

Association (CA) Board of Directors (the Board) and supersedes any past policies, practices, or 

customs on the subject.  

The Code applies to all activities involving Board members doing CA business including Board 

meetings and work sessions, committee and subcommittee meetings, email, social media, CA 

events and any other situation where a Board member could be considered to be representing 

CA in an official or semiofficial manner. 

For the purposes of this Code, the Board includes CA’s President/CEO, although that member 

does not have a vote in any ethics proceedings. 

While the Code covers a wide range of circumstances, it cannot cover every conceivable issue 

that may arise. You will need to use your best judgment in such cases. If you are in doubt about 

a situation, you should consult with CA’s Principal Ethics Officer (PEO). 

A copy of the Code will be presented to Board members each year in advance of the May 

organizational meetings, the receipt and acceptance of which must be acknowledged by 

signature.  

 

2. Board Responsibilities. The Board is CA’s governing body. Its ten elected members are CA’s 

sole corporate members. The Board serves as the steward and guardian of CA’s values, vision, 

mission, and resources. It plays a leading, proactive role in CA’s strategic decision making and in 

setting strong, clear directions and priorities. This is a serious responsibility, not to be taken 

lightly. 

Maryland law classifies CA as a Homeowners Association (HOA) subject to the Maryland HOA 

Act as well as other Federal, State, and local laws and regulations. It is a duty of the Board to 

make certain that all applicable laws and regulations are followed to the letter.  
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The Board ensures that CA possesses the financial and other resources necessary to realize its 

vision and carry out its mission, and it monitors CA’s operational performance in order to 

provide oversight to determine that Board direction is being followed efficiently and effectively.  

The Board appoints a President/CEO to manage CA’s day-to-day business operations, sets the 

President/CEO’s compensation, provides direction, and monitors/evaluates that individual’s 

performance.  

Board members are obligated to: 

 Carry out the fiduciary responsibilities of the Board including budget development, 

strategic direction, and oversight.  

 Be informed regarding CA’s governing documents and CA’s mission, vision, strategies, 

policies, services, and programs.  

 Act in good faith and with the care, watchfulness, and caution any prudent person 

would exercise in a similar situation to support CA’s best interest and the interest of the 

overall Columbia community. 

 Assess all available and pertinent information to exercise informed, independent 

judgment in making decisions  

 Regularly attend Board meetings and work sessions. Review agendas, supporting 

materials and prior meeting minutes beforehand and otherwise prepare for 

participation. 

 Share equitably in the work of the Board and serve on special committees, advisory 

committees or the boards of affiliated organizations as assigned. 

 Take responsibility for and follow through on assignments arising from meetings, work 

sessions and/or committees. 

 Serve as an effective CA ambassador to your village and constituents and to the overall 

Columbia community. 

 Obey the law and follow all CA ethical, conflict of interest and confidentiality policies. 

 Represent village and constituent interests but make decisions based on the welfare of 

the entire Columbia community.  

 Remain in good standing with respect to all financial obligations, covenants, and 

regulations contained in CA’s Declaration and your Village Association Declaration.  

 

3. Restrictions on the Board. Board members shall not: 

 Conduct themselves in a manner that assumes any greater rights or privileges than 

other members of the Columbia community 

 Speak for or act on behalf of CA unless specifically authorized to do so. You will be 

considered to be acting as a CA representative when: 

o carrying out work or volunteer duties on behalf of CA   
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o attending a CA meeting or event sponsored by CA 

o attending an outside meeting as a CA representative 

o wearing a name badge or clothing designating you as a CA representative  

o communicating with a CA email account or on CA stationery 

 Engage in any communications on behalf of CA that defames another Board member or 

CA employee  

 Discuss the confidential proceedings of the Board or release confidential information 

without Board authorization 

 Act in a way that is intended to intimidate another person in the conduct of their 

responsibilities 

 Interfere with the duties of other Board members, Board officers or CA employees  

 Knowingly misrepresent facts or the Board’s position on issue 

 Simultaneously serve on the Board and as a sworn public officer  

 Be compensated for their service other than one free activities membership and a gift 

card to be applied against CA classes and programs. (Board members will, however, be 

reimbursed for attendance at relevant conferences and meetings or other activities that 

are reasonably related to CA business. If you incur CA business expenses, they must be 

documented and recorded accurately for reimbursement.) 

 Accept any loans from CA other than ordinary travel and expense advances 

 Assist or represent for compensation another party in any matters involving CA while on 

the Board or within one year after the end of your term 

 While on the Board or within one year afterward, be employed by or enter into any 

contract for compensation with CA either personally or in a manner from which you 

would benefit. 

 

4. Civility. Thoughtfulness and respect must govern our behavior as Board members. We show 

concern for the well-being of others and respect their autonomy. We act with trustworthiness, 

benevolence, and honesty: 

 We will be civil to one another and to CA staff and treat all with respect by 

acknowledging their opinions, recommendations, and information. 

 We engage in open discussions that encourage and regard others’ positions. When 

differing with someone, we demonstrate understanding of their position before 

presenting our own.  

 In discussions, we focus on the issues, not on people with whom we may agree or 

disagree.  

 We do not interrupt others while they have the floor, and we wait our turn to speak. 

 We recognize and value diverse perspectives and lived experience resulting from factors 

such as ethnicity, age, and socioeconomic circumstances, etc.  
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 We use inquiry to probe positions and to seek a better understanding, not to win an 

argument. 

 We speak as a Board through unified messages We strive for consensus but agree to 

disagree based on the merits. If consensus cannot be met, we summarize both positions 

to mutual satisfaction. When speaking to the public, we identify whose opinion we’re 

presenting – our own or the Board’s. 

 

5. Conflicts of Interest. Board members must exercise their powers in CA’s best interest, not in 

their own or family interests nor the interests of any other person or entity. You should strive 

to avoid possible conflicts of interest, and where avoidance is not feasible, to disclose your 

situation and recuse yourself as appropriate.   

A conflict of interest – perceived or actual – exists when an activity, action, or situation could 

reasonably be expected to interfere with your objectivity, judgment, or diligence in protecting 

CA. Not all conflicts are obvious, so care must be taken to avoid appearances that could impair 

the reputation of CA or its Board. 

An interest exists when you have an investment in, are paid by or are a director, officer, 

employee, or agent of or have an ability to control or otherwise direct the actions of an outside 

entity that competes with, deals with, or seeks to deal with CA. That entity may be private, 

public, or governmental, regardless of form. 

Not all conflicts are financial. For example, you may have a conflict in situations where you are 

a member of or are associated with an entity that seeks to influence CA’s actions. (This would 

not, however, apply to the ten Columbia Village Association or to the Inner Arbor Trust.)  

Conflicts are not inherently illegal nor are they to be seen as a reflection of your integrity, but 

they must be acknowledged and acted upon with candor and care. You are expected to err on 

the side of caution and full disclosure. 

You may not allow any immediate family member (defined as spouse, children, parents, 

siblings) to receive remuneration for work performed for CA except when the family member is 

a dependent child employed on a seasonal basis or is already a CA employee at the time of the 

Board member’s election – unless the employee is part of senior management (defined as the 

President, Department Directors, Division Directors, Internal Auditor, Treasurer, Controller and 

General Counsel)  

Without the consent of the Board, you are prohibited from taking for yourself or directing to 

others, CA business opportunities that are made known to you or obtained through the use of 

CA property, information, or your position. 

You will be required by law to fill out annually a standard Confidential Financial Disclosure 

Report that outlines financial interests that could possibly influence your Board actions.  
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6. Business Conduct. You are expected to conduct yourself in a way that avoids even the 

appearance of improper behavior.  

If a policy conflicts with a law, you must follow the law. Where a custom conflicts with a policy, 

you must follow the policy. If you have any concern regarding the lawfulness of a CA action or 

activity, you should consult with CA’s General Counsel.  

If you believe a situation may involve or lead to an ethical violation, you are expected to report 

it according to procedures laid out in the BOD Policy Book, which also provides the procedures 

for Code enforcement. CA does not allow retaliation of any kind for good faith reports of 

misconduct.  

Some specifics are presented in the following bullet points: 

 Equal Opportunity. CA is committed to providing equal employment opportunities and 

maintaining a setting that is free from offensive conduct, discrimination, hostility, 

harassment, or intimidation based on race, sex, religion, color, age, national origin, 

pregnancy, gender identity, disability, or any other factors protected by federal, state, or 

local law.  

 Drug-free Workplace. CA prohibits the inappropriate use of drugs and alcohol. The 

illegal possession, distribution, or use of controlled substances on CA premises or at CA 

functions is prohibited. Participating in CA functions while under the undue influence of 

alcohol or drugs and/or the abuse of alcohol or medications are violations of CA policy.      

 Gifts, Entertainment, and Illegal Payments. The purpose of business gifts and 

entertainment is to create goodwill and sound working relations, not to allow unfair 

advantage. Gifts that are considered acceptable are: 

o Meals and beverages consumed in the presence of the donor or sponsoring 

entity 

o Ceremonial gifts or awards that have insignificant monetary value 

o Gifts and tickets or free admission extended to a Director to attend a charitable 

or cultural event, if the purpose of this gift or admission is a courtesy extended 

to CA or the CA Board 

o Gifts from a person related by blood or marriage or another individual who is a 

member of your household 

Gifts, contributions or entertainment with a value exceeding $50 or a series of gifts with 

a total value of over $200 in a one-year period from any person or entity that does 

business with CA or is affected by CA actions or policies are of particular concern. You 

may not you use outside agents, consultants, contractors, or other representatives to 

evade this policy. 
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 Contest Awards. You and your family are not eligible to win any type of prize or award 

associated with any contest, drawing, raffle, sweepstakes, or other competition 

sponsored or run by CA and open to the public. 

 Misuse of Assets. You must protect CA’s assets from misuse or misappropriation. This 

includes both tangible (products, equipment, facilities, etc.) and intangible (intellectual 

property, trade secrets, proprietary information, etc.) assets. You must not take or make 

use of CA assets for personal use or use by another nor remove, dispose, or destroy 

anything of value belonging to CA.  

 Confidential or Proprietary Information. Proprietary information includes intellectual 

property, non-public information relating to CA’s operations, confidential documents, 

non-public information about discussions and deliberations relating to business issues 

and decisions. It does not include information that: 

o is or may become publicly known without breach of the Code 

o is or becomes known or available through a third-party that did not acquire or 

disclose it by a duty of confidentiality or by a wrongful or illegal act 

o is subject to disclosure under the Maryland Homeowners Association Act 

o is independently developed by you or others without reference to CA proprietary 

information 

You may not use confidential or proprietary information for your own benefit or the 

benefit of persons or entities outside CA. 

You may not disclose confidential or proprietary information to any person or entity 

outside of CA, either during or after CA service, without written authorization or as 

required by law or CA Policy. 

 Competition and Fair Dealing. CA seeks to provide services to the Columbia community 

fairly and honestly. We seek competitive advantages through superior performance, not 

unethical or illegal business practices. 

We do not take unfair advantage through manipulation, concealment, abuse of 

privileged information, misrepresentation of material facts or any other unfair practice.    

 Outside Communication. CA is committed to providing full, fair, and accurate disclosure 

in all public communications and to following all laws, rules, and regulations. 

Unless you are specifically authorized to do so, you may not speak on behalf of CA or the 

Board or appear to do so. You may, however, speak out on issues in any public forum, 

social media platform or other vehicle as long as you make it clear you are speaking as 

an individual, not on behalf of CA. 

You may also confirm that the Board or CA has or has not taken a specific action other 

than one considered to be confidential or proprietary. 
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If in doubt, it is suggested you forward any media enquiries to CA’s Communications 

Department. 

Please be aware of the broad reach of social networks and similar media and the 

potential harm that can come when indiscrete comments might be falsely attributed to 

CA. 

 Network Use, Integrity, and Security. CA reserves the right to monitor and review any 

information contained on a computer or other electronic device issued by CA and 

reserves the right to monitor and review CA email communications.  

These systems may not be used to commit illegal acts or to violate the 

nondiscrimination, harassment, solicitation, proprietary information, or other terms of 

the Code. 

You must not divulge any passwords used to access CA computers or databases, and you 

must avoid using or distributing unauthorized software. You may not engage in the 

unauthorized copying, distribution or alteration of software. You must adhere to 

software terms of use. 

Any suspected misuse or breach of network security must be reported immediately to 

the CA’s IT department. 

 Health And Safety. CA strives to provide a safe and healthy work environment. You 

must follow safety and health rules and practices and to report accidents, injuries and 

unsafe equipment, practices, or conditions.                                                                                       

 Record Keeping. Full, accurate, timely, and clear disclosures of certain CA information 

are made in periodic reports and in public statements. This practice may also be 

required by law in some instances. You must ensure that any transactions of which you 

are aware are recorded accurately and reported accordingly.  

Please be aware that records and communications frequently become public, so 

exaggerations, derogatory remarks, guesswork, or inappropriate characterizations of 

people or organizations should be avoided. This applies especially to emails, social 

media, blogs and formal reports.  

 Audits and Investigations. You shall cooperate with CA representatives and relevant 

authorities in internal and external audits, government investigations and other 

activities to the fullest extent of the law.  

Any request for information from a government organization should be shared with our 

General Counsel.   
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 Political Activity. You are free to engage in political activity, including endorsement of 

candidates for political or CA office when you make it clear you are acting in your 

individual capacity, not as a CA representative.  

In no way should you suggest that CA promotes, supports or opposes a specific 

candidate. No CA resources may be used, and you may not use your CA title in 

conjunction with any political endorsement or support. 
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Board of Directors Ethics Code Enforcement Policy Draft 

 

1. Introduction. This document establishes a procedure for the receipt, review, investigation, 

adjudication and recording of complaints alleging illegal or unethical activities lodged against 

members of the Columbia Association (CA) Board of Directors (the Board). The President/CEO is 

considered a Board member in this context. Ethical standards expected of all Board members 

are outlined in the CA Board Code of Ethics (the Code). 

2. Making a complaint. Any person within or outside CA may report allegations of suspected 

illegal or unethical conduct by Board members. Complaints may be made anonymously, 

although it is preferred that accusers take ownership of their accusations. It is required that all 

complaints be made in writing so as to assure a clear understanding of the issues raised. 

Complaints should be factual rather than speculative and should contain as much specific 

information as possible. Complaints are encouraged at the earliest possible time relative to the 

alleged misconduct. 

Board members who become aware of illegal or unethical conduct or believe that such conduct 

is likely to take place in the future must promptly report the matter.   

No retaliation is allowed against any person making a good-faith report of misconduct. 

3. Designated Complaint Managers. 

 Complaints against individual Board members are to be directed to the Board Chair for 

consideration by the full Board. 

 Complaints against the Board Chair are to be directed to the Board Vice Chair for 

consideration by the full Board. 

 Complaints against both the Board Chair and Vice Chair are to be directed to the 

highest-ranking Board member on the CA Audit Committee for consideration by the full 

Board. 

If a complaint is received by a person other than the one designated above, it must directly be 

referred by the recipient to the appropriate Designated Manager.  

CA’s PEO shall be informed at each step of the process from initial complaint to final resolution. 

4. Initial Investigation of Reports. All complaints are to be considered serious and shall be 

promptly addressed. All Board members and CA staff have an obligation to cooperate with 

these investigations.  

Investigations are conducted in two stages: 
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 An initial review to determine whether a case merits further consideration. This is 

conducted by the Designated Complaint Manager, who reports their findings to the PEO 

and the full Board 

 Upon approval by the Board, a full-scale, in-depth investigation will commence under 

the leadership of the Designated Complaint Manager or another individual or individuals 

selected by the Board. 

In the initial stage, the designated Complaint Manager shall issue a brief written determination 

of whether an investigation of the allegations in the complaint is warranted or should be 

dismissed. The Complaint Manager may determine that no investigation is warranted if: 

 The allegations in the complaint, even if true, do not amount to a violation of the Code 

 The party about whom the allegations are made is no longer a member of the Board, 

and no other circumstances suggest that an investigation is needed 

 The allegations are so vague and unspecific that they are not credible or capable of 

being efficiently investigated 

 The value of CA assets involved in the complaint is negligible 

At this point, only a quick assessment of the complaint is required, not an extensive 

investigation or analysis. 

After the Complaint Manager determines whether or not an investigation is warranted, they 

must within 15 days of their receipt of the compliant report the complaint and the reasons for 

the determination to the full Board for review. The Board would then vote in closed session 

whether or not to accept the recommendation and what, if any, further steps should be taken.  

All Board members, regardless of whether or not they are a party to the complaint are eligible 

to participate in the discussion of the matter and are entitled to one vote in its resolution. 

If the Board agrees that a further investigation is warranted, the appropriate parties must be 

informed by the Complaint Manager within 15 days of that decision how the investigation will 

be handled. The appropriate parties include: 

 The complainant, if known, and the accused. 

 The Board 

 The Audit Committee  

5. Further Investigation. If the Board has agreed to pursue the case, the Complaint Manager or 

other individual(s) designated by the Board will conduct a full investigation into the matter and 

recommend a final resolution. The individual(s) chosen to conduct the investigation may assign 

one or more other persons within or outside CA to assist with the assignment. The Board may 

retain outside counsel if it is felt advisable. 

Investigations shall be carried out in accordance with applicable laws and CA policies. It is 

preferred that they be completed within 30 days of the Board decision to conduct the 
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investigation unless otherwise agreed by a vote of the Board. The Board has the power to grant 

extensions if necessary. 

The findings and any recommendations of corrective action shall be submitted to the full Board 

in writing by the investigator(s). The Board will then vote on whether to accept the findings and 

recommendations by secret ballot. Again, all Board members, regardless of whether or not they 

are a party to the complaint are eligible to participate in the discussion of the matter and are 

entitled to one vote in its resolution. A majority vote of the voting members of the full Board 

will determine the outcome of the issue. 

Accused Board members have a right to legal counsel at all stages of the proceedings and are 

entitled to have any reasonable legal expenses reimbursed by CA should they prevail. 

The complaint, investigation, and report of the findings and recommendations shall remain 

confidential to the extent that it is possible to conduct a proper investigation of the complaint 

and such confidentiality does not conflict with any action necessitated by the report or CA 

policy. 

6. Corrective Action. Recommendations for corrective action may include a reprimand, a 

requirement for special training or other options.  

With a two-thirds vote by the full Board, a request may be forwarded to the member’s Village 

Association board of directors that the member have their Columbia Council membership 

revoked and, thereby, membership on the CA Board. The Village Board would then deal with 

the issue according to the village’s bylaws and policies. 

In addition, corrective action may include referring information to an appropriate law 

enforcement agency if the investigation uncovers evidence of possible criminal activity and/or 

instituting civil action to recover damages, loss or expenses incurred by CA.  

7. Records. The PEO shall maintain a record of all complaints. This record shall identify the 

receipt of the complaint, the investigation if any, the report to the Board or the Audit 

Committee of the Board, and the ultimate resolution and include all documentation relating to 

the report.  

All records shall remain confidential. 
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REPORTING & HANDLING ETHICS COMPLAINTS

SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
This document establishes the procedures for the reporting, receipt, review, investigation, adjudication and
recording of complaints against CA personnel (including the CA Board of Directors) alleging illegal or unethical
activities

1. The procedures under this section of the Policy are intended to:
a. Provide avenues to report alleged illegal or unethical activities to management and the Board of

Directors.
b. Enable management and the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors to be informed at an

early stage regarding alleged illegal or unethical activities.
c. Reassure those who make good faith complaints that they will be protected from discriminatory

or retaliatory treatment.
d. Maintain a culture of openness, accountability, and integrity at CA.

2. In order to further CA’s commitment to a legal and ethical workplace, this Policy:
a. Establishes a procedure for making verbal or written complaints and reports regarding CA’s

operational practices or alleged fraudulent and/or unethical business practices;
b. Establishes a procedure for the receipt, review, and possible investigation of and response to

such complaints;
c. Establishes a procedure for the retention of records concerning all such complaints and any

investigation, resolution, or report regarding the complaint; and
d. Makes clear CA’s intention to discipline by appropriate means, up to and including termination,

any person whom CA determines engaged in discriminatory or retaliatory conduct toward a
person making a complaint or impeded any investigation of a complaint of illegal or unethical
conduct.

Please note that issues related to individual CA Team member employment, including claims of discrimination,
harassment, or other allegedly unfair or improper treatment, are covered by the applicable policies set forth in
CA’s Team Member Handbook.

SECTION 2 - TERMS USED IN THIS POLICY
Principal Ethics Officer (PEO): the CA General Counsel
Alternate Principal Ethics Officer (APEO): the CA Director on Audit and Advisory Services
CA Investigator: CA President/CEO, Chair of the CA Board of Directors, Chair of the Audit Committee of the
CA Board, Vice-chair of the Audit Committee of the CA Board
Complainant: Person who files an ethics complaint
Subject: Person against whom a complaint has been filed
CA Personnel: Any CA team member, team leader, senior staff, officer or director
Preliminary Investigation: Investigation to determine if ethics complaint is valid and further investigation is
warranted
Full Investigation: Investigation to determine seriousness of complaint and appropriate corrective actions.
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Decision Authority: Makes determination/decision after a Full Investigation is completed; CA President/CEO
or CA Board of Directors
Review Authority: Makes determination if a Full Investigation is warranted; PEO, APEO, CA President/CEO
or Chair and Vice-chair of Audit Committee

SECTION 3 - MAKING A COMPLAINT
Any person may report allegations of suspected illegal or unethical conduct. CA encourages that all complaints
be made in writing, using CA’s complaint form, so as to assure a clear understanding of the issues raised;
however, complaints may also be made orally and by email. Complaints should be factual rather than
speculative or conclusory and should contain as much specific information as possible to allow for proper
assessment and to facilitate the investigative process. Complaints are encouraged to be filed at the earliest
possible time relative to the alleged misconduct so that timely investigation and, if appropriate, action may be
taken.

All CA Personnel have an obligation to cooperate with any investigation (preliminary or full) carried out under
this Policy.

Any complaint made under this Policy, any and all investigations, and/or proceedings pertaining to the
complaint, and any outcome of such investigations and/or proceedings – other than a public reprimand,
suspension, expulsion or other outcome that necessarily involves disclosure – shall be considered confidential.
Reports will be considered confidential unless specifically written to be releasable in the situation where the
complaint was filed by a person who does not work for CA.

Complaints may be submitted anonymously, or the person submitting the complaint may request confidentiality
(subject to the limitations on confidentiality contained in this Policy). Anonymous reports can be made by
contacting the Ethical Advocate Ethics Hotline, 877-619-7909, or ca.ethicaladvocate.com. A complaint made
under this Policy is subject to the non-retaliation provisions set forth below.

Non-Retaliation: CA is committed to protecting individuals from interference, discrimination, or retaliation for
having made a good faith report under this Policy. No adverse action may be taken and retaliation is strictly
prohibited, including, without limitation, intimidation, harassment, discrimination, coercion or otherwise, whether
express or implied, against anyone who makes a good faith report or assists in an investigation of, or the
fashioning or implementation of any corrective action or response made in connection with, any complaint. Any
retaliation or attempted retaliation against any party making a report in good faith will be disciplined severely.

Complaints by CA Personnel:
Any CA Personnel who becomes aware of illegal conduct, such as misuse of CA funds, a possible criminal act,
or a significant threat to the health and safety of others, or believes that illegal conduct may take place in the
future, must promptly report the matter. CA Personnel have a duty to report any unethical conduct, such as a
conflict of interest. Members of the Board of Directors, officers, and members of Senior Management are
required to report such matters.
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Complaints involving human resources matters should be reported to the Director of Human Resources,
Diversity, and Inclusion. The Director of Human Resources, Diversity, and Inclusion shall make the PEO/APEO
aware of the complaint.

CA Personnel are prohibited from knowingly making false, misleading, or malicious complaints.

Complaints by Persons Other Than CA Personnel:
Individuals who are not CA Personnel may report these matters through the same channels outlined above.

All complaints must be forwarded/sent/reported to the PEO/APEO to ensure that the complaint is logged and
tracked. Using this Policy, the PEO/APEO will determine to whom to assign the complaint and how the
complaint will be handled.

SECTION 4 - ASSIGNMENT OF INVESTIGATOR
The PEO/APEO shall assign an Investigator as per the following Table. If the complaint involves the PEO, the
APEO will select the Investigator.

Complaint involves Investigator Review Authority Decision Authority

CA Team Member other
than the PEO or CA
President/CEO

PEO or APEO PEO or APEO CA President/CEO

PEO CA President/CEO or
APEO

CA President/CEO CA President/CEO

CA President/CEO CA Board Chair Chair and Vice-chair of
Audit Committee

CA Board of Directors

One or more CA Board
Directors, but not the CA
Board Chair

CA Board Chair Chair and Vice-chair of
Audit Committee

CA Board of Directors

CA Board Chair Chair or Vice-chair of
Audit Committee

PEO and either Chair or
Vice-chair of the Audit
Committee (whichever
isn’t the Investigator)

CA Board of Directors

If a situation arises which is not covered by this chart, the Investigator will be assigned as the PEO/APEO
determines.

The Audit Committee will be informed of all complaints and the outcome of the complaint. In the case of a
complaint involving the CA President/CEO and any CA Board Director, the CA Board will also be informed.
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SECTION 5 - INVESTIGATING ETHICS COMPLAINTS
All complaints are to be considered as serious and shall be promptly addressed. The checks and balances
built into these procedures are designed to strike the proper balance between ensuring full compliance with
legal obligations and ensuring the integrity and efficacy of the policy on the one hand, and protecting members
of the Board, through the use of reasonable due process procedures, against patently false, malicious or
groundless accusations that could result in significant business or personal harm if not properly handled. To
ensure that an investigation is successful, it must be thorough, objective, accurate, timely, and credible.

1. Receipt of Complaint:
A complaint is considered received when it has been logged by the PEO/APEO. The PEO/APEO will assign an
Investigator (based upon the table). Within 24 hours of receipt of a complaint (or no later than the next
business day if the complaint is received on a weekend or over a holiday), the PEO, APEO, or the assigned
Investigator, shall confirm with the Complainant that the complaint has been received. If the Complainant is
anonymous, no notification is required.

Within 24 hours of notifying the complainant (or no later than the next business day if the notice is given on a
weekend or over a holiday) the PEO, APEO or Investigator shall inform the Subject(s) of the complaint that a
complaint has been filed and summarize the complaint allegations.

Within 3 business days of notifying the Subject(s) of a complaint, the PEO, APEO or Investigator shall provide
the Subject(s) of the complaint with a copy of the complaint (with redactions as required). The Subject(s) of the
complaint shall be given an opportunity to respond to the complaint, in writing, within 14 calendar days of
receipt of a copy of the complaint.

The Investigator shall review the complaint, response thereto, and consider other relevant information and
shall conduct a Preliminary Investigation to determine whether a Full Investigation of the allegations in the
complaint is warranted within 30 calendar days of receipt of the complaint. The Investigator may request from
the PEO/APEO a 15 day extension. Failure of the Investigator to complete a Preliminary Investigation shall
result in the automatic initiation of a Full Investigation.

2. Dismissal of Complaint
The Investigator may determine that no investigation is warranted because, among other reasons:

a. The allegations in the complaint, even if true, do not amount to a violation of any of the Ethics
Policies;
b. The party about whom the allegations are made is no longer with CA, and no other circumstances
nor the nature of the allegations suggest that an investigation is warranted;
c. The allegations are so vague and nonspecific that they are not credible or are not capable of being
efficiently investigated;
d. The allegations contain facially unreliable or insufficient information or an allegation is not true;
e. The complaint is patently frivolous or trivial; or
f. The value of CA assets involved in the complaint is negligible.

The Investigator shall submit a written report explaining the reasons for the determination whether or not a Full
Investigation is needed to the Review Authority. Within 5 business days, the Review Authority will determine
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whether or not to accept the Investigator’s determination. The Review Authority can require a Full Investigation
to be conducted. If the Review Authority does not make a decision within the allotted time, the Investigator
determination shall stand. A decision not to conduct a Full Investigation will be communicated to the
Complainant, the Subject(s) of the complaint, the Audit Committee of the Board of Columbia Association
Directors, and the CA President/CEO, or other person as appropriate. At this point, the matter will be
considered closed/resolved.

3. Conducting a Full Investigation
If the Review Authority determines that an investigation is warranted,The Investigator will conduct a Full
Investigation. The Investigator must provide written notice to the Complainant, the Subject(s) of the complaint,
and appropriate parties that a Full Investigation will be initiated and explaining how the investigation will be
conducted. The appropriate parties for purposes of this paragraph are as follows:

a. PEO will inform the CA President, the Chair of the Board of Directors, and the Audit Committee ;
b. CA President will inform the Chair of the Board of Directors and the Audit Committee;
c. Chair of the CA Board will inform the CA Board and the PEO; and
d. Chair/Vice Chair of the Audit Committee will inform the CA Board and the PEO.

An exception to these reporting requirements may be made only in cases where one of these individuals is the
subject of the investigation. The Investigator will determine the manner in which the investigation will be
conducted, and the extent of any communications with the person reporting the violation and any person
whose conduct or actions are the subject of the report. The Investigator shall conduct the investigation or shall
assign one or more appropriate individuals (denoted as investigator(s)) from within or outside of CA to assist
with and/or to conduct the investigation. CA may retain outside legal counsel to advise the Investigator and/or
to conduct the investigation. If an Investigator requires the assistance of an outside entity in conducting the
investigation, such assistance should be obtained from individuals or entities with whom CA does not have an
ongoing business/working relationship.

The investigator(s) shall interview or take a written witness statement from the person reporting the violation,
any person whose conduct or actions are the subject of the complaint, and all relevant witnesses. Other
persons with information that may be relevant may be interviewed at the discretion of the investigator(s).
Interviews shall be documented in writing by noting, at a minimum, the date and time of the interview, location
or method (phone or video) of the interview, the names of the interviewer and the person being interviewed,
and a summary of the interview. In the event that a witness is unwilling to be interviewed or to submit a written
witness statement, the investigator(s) shall document the date and time that he/shethey attempted to interview
or obtain a written statement from the witness and that the witness declined to give a statement.

The investigator(s) shall not be governed or bound by technical rules of evidence or procedure. Persons and
entities may be asked to provide documentation and oral, written, and/or transcribed statements. The
investigator(s) shall conduct further inquiries as they deem appropriate in order to review and address the
concerns raised by the complaint or resulting from information learned during the investigation. The
Investigator will closely monitor the investigation to help facilitate timely and thorough review of the allegations.
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The investigation shall be completed within 60 calendar days of the date that the Investigator notified the
complainant and subject(s) of the complaint that an investigation was being initiated. The investigator(s) may
submit a written request for a 30 calendar day extension to the PEO, APEO or Investigator. The request for
extension must state the reason that an extension is necessary. The request for extension should only be
granted under exceptional circumstances where additional time is needed to ensure a fair and comprehensive
consideration of the complaint. The decision whether to grant or deny the request for extension must be made
within 5 calendar days. Following the completion of the investigation, the Investigator shall prepare written
findings of fact, conclusions concerning whether the subject of the complaint violated the Ethics Policies, or
any other CA policy, and recommendations, if appropriate.

The findings of fact, conclusions, and recommendations shall be submitted to the appropriate Decision
Authority as per the table. The Decision Authority shall determine what, if any, corrective action to take.

When the findings and recommendations are issued by CA’s President, the Chair of the Board of Directors or
the Chair/Vice-chair of the Audit Committee, the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors shall be notified and
shall be provided a summary of the results.

When the Decision Authority is the CA Board of Directors, any determination regarding correction action(s)
shall be made by majority vote in accordance with the voting procedure stated in the Bylaws of CA. If the
subject of the complaint is a Board Director, he/she/they will not be permitted to vote. If the complainant is a
Board Director, he/she/they will not be permitted to vote. The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors and
the PEO shall be notified and provided a summary of the results.

Any corrective action taken pursuant to this Policy shall be set forth in writing and records of the corrective
action shall be maintained by CA. All CA Personnel  have an obligation to cooperate with these investigations.

SECTION 6 - CORRECTIVE ACTION
Corrective action for violation of the Ethics Policies, for impeding the filing of a complaint or the conduct of an
investigation pursuant to this Policy, or for retaliation for protected conduct, may result in appropriate
disciplinary action, up to and including termination. There is obviously a range of options between discipline or
reprimand and termination or removal. All those options cannot be listed here, and instead will be included in
the recommendations for corrective action, based on the specific situation. In addition, the corrective action
may include referring the information to an appropriate law enforcement agency if the investigation uncovers
evidence of possible criminal conduct, and/or instituting a civil action to recover damages, loss or expenses
incurred by CA. In the event that the corrective action to be taken involves probation, suspension, reduction in
compensation, demotion, and/or termination, a reprimand, suspension or removal, that individual shall be given
an opportunity to submit in writing to the Decision Authority a request for reconsideration and the reasons for
such reconsideration prior to the corrective action becoming effective. If a CA employee is terminated or
removed, as a result of substantiated unethical or inappropriate business conduct, they shall be permanently
banned from working for CA.

In the case of Board Directors, such corrective action may include the issuance of a reprimand, requirement for
special training, removal as a Director or a request to the appropriate Village to remove the Director as a
Columbia Council Representative. In the event that the corrective action to be taken involves removal, that
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individual shall be given an opportunity to submit in writing to the CA Board of Directors a request for
reconsideration and the reasons for such reconsideration prior to the corrective action becoming effective. If a
Board Director is removed, as a result of substantiated unethical or inappropriate business conduct, they shall
be banned (either permanently or for a set period of time) from serving on the CA Board of Directors. Note that
removal as a Board Director does not remove that person as a Member of CA (Columbia Council
Representative). Only the appropriate Village may remove a Columbia Council Representative.

The complaint, investigation, and report of the findings and recommendations shall remain confidential to the
extent that it is still possible to conduct a proper investigation of the complaint, and such confidentiality does
not conflict with any action necessitated by the report or CA policy. CA employees may be placed on leave,
suspended with or without pay, or reassigned pending the outcome of any investigation if the PEO or APEO
makes a determination that any of these apply:

1. The complaint raises such serious allegations that such interim action is warranted;
2. Such interim action is warranted due to conduct by the person(s) under investigation; or
3. Such action is warranted as a result of related factors such as safety, workplace productivity, risk of
retaliation, or the need to separate persons involved in or the subject of the investigation. Investigatory matters
may also be referred to local law enforcement officials where appropriate.

For CA employees, after a report has been received, the PEO, APEO or Investigator shall review the work
environment, the supervisory structure, performance evaluation arrangements, and other matters relating to
the person making the report, and may consult with Senior Management members in order to make a
determination regarding whether adjustments in supervision, job location, or other job aspects should be made
in order to reduce the risk of retaliation. It is the intention of CA to take whatever action may be deemed
appropriate to prevent and correct activities that violate this Policy. Reports of retaliatory or discriminatory
actions or interference should be reported as any other reportable act. CA encourages all to raise concerns in
good faith.

SECTION 7 - RECORD KEEPING
The PEO shall maintain a written record of all complaints that shall identify the receipt of the complaint, the
investigation if any, the report to the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors or Board of Directors, and the
ultimate resolution, and include all documentation relating to the report. (If the complaint concerns the PEO,
the record shall be maintained by CA’s President or other appropriate person designated by CA’s President.) A
summary of reporting activity shall be prepared by the PEO and submitted to CA’s President and Audit
Committee of the Board of Directors at such intervals as they shall determine. The Audit Committee of the
Board of Directors will notify the Board of Directors of reporting activity when they determine such
communication is necessary. Appropriate modifications shall be made to this preparation and submission
process if the report concerns the PEO, CA’s President, or Board Members. All records shall remain
confidential.

SECTION 8 - INTERPRETATION
The interpretation, application, and operation of this Policy are the responsibility of the PEO and CA’s
President, subject to the oversight of the Board of Directors and/or the Audit Committee only as applicable in
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the case of a complaint concerning the President, Chair, or a Board member. Any questions regarding
interpretation of this Policy shall be made to the CA General Counsel whose decision will be final.

SECTION 9 - COMMITMENT AND CERTIFICATION
Your commitment to conduct yourself in accordance with all components of this Ethics Policy is essential to its
success. CA requires that all CA Personnel certify that he/she/they has/have received and read this Policy and
understand its contents and agrees to conduct him/herself/themselves in accordance with the Policy. Board
Directors are required to provide Confidential Conflicts of Interest Financial Disclosure Reports in accordance
with the provisions of this Policy. The Confidential Financial Disclosure Report requires the Board Directors to
provide information concerning the sources of their assets and income, liabilities, and outside positions held.
Each Board member will be provided with a copy of this document annually, in advance of the Organizational
Board Meeting held in May. At the OrganizationalBoard Meeting, each Board member will be required to
accept and sign an acknowledgement form before being allowed to vote in an open meeting or being allowed
to participate in a closed meeting.

FLOWCHART
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MEMORANDUM

DATE:  October 7, 2022 

TO: Columbia Association Board of Directors 
Lakey Boyd, President/CEO 

FROM: Michael W. Aniton, General Counsel 

Subject: Ethics Policy Revision Update 

On October 6, 2022, at approximately 3:10 p.m. Columbia Association (“CA”) Board member 

Dick Boulton re-submitted his draft documents entitled “The Columbia Association Board of 

Directors Ethics Code” and “Board of Directors Ethics Code Enforcement Policy” to CA Board 

Operations Coordinator, Janet Loughran, for inclusion in the Board meeting packet.  Because of 

the late submission of the documents, CA’s General Counsel was unable to conduct a thorough 

review of the documents, however he was able to conduct a brief preliminary review and noted 

that changes were made to the documents.     

AGENDA TOPIC 7(b)(ii)
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The Columbia Association Board of Directors Ethics Code Draft 

1. Introduction. The entire Ethics Code might be distilled into a single statement:  

Do the right thing, whether or not someone is watching. 

It would be great to live in a world where everyone did just that, and it wouldn’t be necessary 

to spell out policy specifics. Nevertheless, our world is complex, and many of us will have 

different perspectives on exactly what “the right thing” is in any particular situation.  

Thus, we need clearly stated guidelines to ensure we are all operating with the same 

understanding of what is expected of us. 

This Ethics Code document (the Code) provides ethical guidelines for members of the Columbia 

Association (CA) Board of Directors (the Board) and supersedes any past policies, practices, or 

customs on the subject.  

The Code applies to all activities involving Board members doing CA business including Board 

meetings and work sessions, committee and subcommittee meetings, email, social media, CA 

events and any other situation where a Board member could be considered to be representing 

CA in an official or semiofficial manner. 

For the purposes of this Code, the Board includes CA’s President/CEO, although that member 

does not have a vote in any ethics proceedings. 

While the Code covers a wide range of circumstances, it cannot cover every conceivable issue 

that may arise. You will need to use your best judgment in such cases. If you are in doubt about 

a situation, you should consult with CA’s Principal Ethics Officer (PEO). 

A copy of the Code will be presented to Board members each year in advance of the May 

organizational meetings, the receipt and acceptance of which must be acknowledged by 

signature.  

 

2. Board Responsibilities. The Board is CA’s governing body. Its ten elected members are CA’s 

sole corporate members. The Board serves as the steward and guardian of CA’s values, vision, 

mission, and resources. It plays a leading, proactive role in CA’s strategic decision making and in 

setting strong, clear directions and priorities. This is a serious responsibility, not to be taken 

lightly. 

Maryland law classifies CA as a Homeowners Association (HOA) subject to the Maryland HOA 

Act as well as other Federal, State, and local laws and regulations. It is a duty of the Board to 

make certain that all applicable laws and regulations are followed to the letter.  
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The Board ensures that CA possesses the financial and other resources necessary to realize its 

vision and carry out its mission, and it monitors CA’s operational performance in order to 

provide oversight to determine that Board direction is being followed efficiently and effectively.  

The Board appoints a President/CEO to manage CA’s day-to-day business operations, sets the 

President/CEO’s compensation, provides direction, and monitors/evaluates that individual’s 

performance.  

Board members are obligated to: 

 Carry out the fiduciary responsibilities of the Board including budget development, 

strategic direction, and oversight.  

 Be informed regarding CA’s governing documents and CA’s mission, vision, strategies, 

policies, services, and programs.  

 Act in good faith and with the care, watchfulness, and caution any prudent person 

would exercise in a similar situation to support CA’s best interest and the interest of the 

overall Columbia community. 

 Assess all available and pertinent information to exercise informed, independent 

judgment in making decisions  

 Regularly attend Board meetings and work sessions. Review agendas, supporting 

materials and prior meeting minutes beforehand and otherwise prepare for 

participation. 

 Share equitably in the work of the Board and serve on special committees, advisory 

committees or the boards of affiliated organizations as assigned. 

 Take responsibility for and follow through on assignments arising from meetings, work 

sessions and/or committees. 

 Serve as an effective CA ambassador to your village and constituents and to the overall 

Columbia community. 

 Obey the law and follow all CA ethical, conflict of interest and confidentiality policies. 

 Represent village and constituent interests but make decisions based on the welfare of 

the entire Columbia community.  

 Remain in good standing with respect to all financial obligations, covenants, and 

regulations contained in CA’s Declaration and your Village Association Declaration. 

 

3. Restrictions on the Board. Board members shall not: 

 Conduct themselves in a manner that assumes any greater rights or privileges than 

other members of the Columbia community 

 Speak for or act on behalf of CA unless specifically authorized to do so. You will be 

considered to be acting as a CA representative when: 

o carrying out work or volunteer duties on behalf of CA   

o attending a CA meeting or event sponsored by CA 
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o attending an outside meeting as a CA representative 

o wearing a name badge or clothing designating you as a CA representative  

o communicating with a CA email account or on CA stationery 

 Engage in any communications on behalf of CA that defames another Board member or 

CA employee  

 Discuss the confidential proceedings of the Board or release confidential information 

without Board authorization 

 Act in a way that is intended to intimidate another person in the conduct of their 

responsibilities 

 Interfere with the duties of other Board members, Board officers or CA employees  

 Knowingly misrepresent facts or the Board’s position on issues 

 Simultaneously serve on the Board and as a sworn public officer  

 Be compensated for their service other than one free activities membership and a gift 

card to be applied against CA classes and programs. (Board members will, however, be 

reimbursed for attendance at relevant conferences and meetings or other activities that 

are reasonably related to CA business. If you incur CA business expenses, they must be 

documented and recorded accurately for reimbursement.) 

 Accept any loans from CA other than ordinary travel and expense advances 

 Assist or represent for compensation another party in any matters involving CA while on 

the Board or within one year after the end of your term 

 While on the Board or within one year afterward, be employed by or enter into any 

contract for compensation with CA either personally or in a manner from which you 

would benefit. 

 

4. Civility. Thoughtfulness and respect must govern our behavior as Board members. We show 

concern for the well-being of others and respect their autonomy. We act with trustworthiness, 

benevolence, and honesty: 

 We will be civil to one another and to CA staff and treat all with respect by 

acknowledging their opinions, recommendations, and information. 

 We engage in open discussions that encourage and regard others’ positions. When 

differing with someone, we demonstrate understanding of their position before 

presenting our own.  

 In discussions, we focus on the issues, not on people with whom we may agree or 

disagree.  

 We do not interrupt others while they have the floor, and we wait our turn to speak. 

 We recognize and value diverse perspectives and lived experience resulting from factors 

such as ethnicity, age, and socioeconomic circumstances, etc.  

 We use inquiry to probe positions and to seek a better understanding, not to win an 

argument. 
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 We speak as a Board through unified messages We strive for consensus but agree to 

disagree based on the merits. If consensus cannot be met, we summarize both positions 

to mutual satisfaction. When speaking to the public, we identify whose opinion we’re 

presenting – our own or the Board’s. 

 

5. Conflicts of Interest. Board members must exercise their powers in CA’s best interest, not in 

their own or family interests nor the interests of any other person or entity. You should strive 

to avoid possible conflicts of interest, and where avoidance is not feasible, to disclose your 

situation and recuse yourself as appropriate.   

A conflict of interest – perceived or actual – exists when an activity, action, or situation could 

reasonably be expected to interfere with your objectivity, judgment, or diligence in protecting 

CA. Not all conflicts are obvious, so care must be taken to avoid appearances that could impair 

the reputation of CA or its Board. 

An interest exists when you have an investment in, are paid by or are a director, officer, 

employee, or agent of or have an ability to control or otherwise direct the actions of an outside 

entity that competes with, deals with, or seeks to deal with CA. That entity may be private, 

public, or governmental, regardless of form. 

Not all conflicts are financial. For example, you may have a conflict in situations where you are 

a member of or are associated with an entity that seeks to influence CA’s actions. (This would 

not, however, apply to the ten Columbia Village Association or to the Inner Arbor Trust.)  

Conflicts are not inherently illegal nor are they to be seen as a reflection of your integrity, but 

they must be acknowledged and acted upon with candor and care. You are expected to err on 

the side of caution and full disclosure. 

You may not allow any immediate family member (defined as spouse, children, parents, 

siblings) to receive remuneration for work performed for CA except when the family member is 

a dependent child employed on a seasonal basis or is already a CA employee at the time of the 

Board member’s election – unless the employee is part of senior management (defined as the 

President, Department Directors, Division Directors, Internal Auditor, Treasurer, Controller and 

General Counsel)  

Without the consent of the Board, you are prohibited from taking for yourself or directing to 

others, CA business opportunities that are made known to you or obtained through the use of 

CA property, information, or your position. 

You will be required by law to fill out annually a standard Confidential Financial Disclosure 

Report that outlines financial interests that could possibly influence your Board actions.  
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6. Business Conduct. You are expected to conduct yourself in a way that avoids even the 

appearance of improper behavior.  

If a policy conflicts with a law, you must follow the law. Where a custom conflicts with a policy, 

you must follow the policy. If you have any concern regarding the lawfulness of a CA action or 

activity, you should consult with CA’s General Counsel. 

If you believe a situation may involve or lead to an ethical violation, you are expected to report 

it according to procedures laid out in the BOD Policy Book, which also provides the procedures 

for Code enforcement. CA does not allow retaliation of any kind for good faith reports of 

misconduct.  

Some specifics are presented in the following bullet points: 

 Equal Opportunity. CA is committed to providing equal employment opportunities and 

maintaining a setting that is free from offensive conduct, discrimination, hostility, 

harassment, or intimidation based on race, sex, religion, color, age, national origin, 

pregnancy, gender identity, disability, or any other factors protected by federal, state, or 

local law.  

 Drug-free Workplace. CA prohibits the inappropriate use of drugs and alcohol. The 

illegal possession, distribution, or use of controlled substances on CA premises or at CA 

functions is prohibited. Participating in CA functions while under the undue influence of 

alcohol or drugs and/or the abuse of alcohol or medications are violations of CA policy.      

 Gifts, Entertainment, and Illegal Payments. The purpose of business gifts and 

entertainment is to create goodwill and sound working relations, not to allow unfair 

advantage. Gifts that are considered acceptable are: 

o Meals and beverages consumed in the presence of the donor or sponsoring 

entity 

o Ceremonial gifts or awards that have insignificant monetary value 

o Gifts and tickets or free admission extended to a Director to attend a charitable 

or cultural event, if the purpose of this gift or admission is a courtesy extended 

to CA or the CA Board 

o Gifts from a person related by blood or marriage or another individual who is a 

member of your household 

Gifts, contributions or entertainment with a value exceeding $50 or a series of gifts with 

a total value of over $200 in a one-year period from any person or entity that does 

business with CA or is affected by CA actions or policies are of particular concern. You 

may not you use outside agents, consultants, contractors, or other representatives to 

evade this policy. 
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 Contest Awards. You and your family are not eligible to win any type of prize or award 

associated with any contest, drawing, raffle, sweepstakes, or other competition 

sponsored or run by CA and open to the public. 

 Misuse of Assets. You must protect CA’s assets from misuse or misappropriation. This 

includes both tangible (products, equipment, facilities, etc.) and intangible (intellectual 

property, trade secrets, proprietary information, etc.) assets. You must not take or make 

use of CA assets for personal use or use by another nor remove, dispose, or destroy 

anything of value belonging to CA.  

 Confidential or Proprietary Information. Proprietary information includes intellectual 

property, non-public information relating to CA’s operations, confidential documents, 

non-public information about discussions and deliberations relating to business issues 

and decisions. It does not include information that: 

o is or may become publicly known without breach of the Code 

o is or becomes known or available through a third-party that did not acquire or 

disclose it by a duty of confidentiality or by a wrongful or illegal act 

o is subject to disclosure under the Maryland Homeowners Association Act 

o is independently developed by you or others without reference to CA proprietary 

information 

You may not use confidential or proprietary information for your own benefit or the 

benefit of persons or entities outside CA. 

You may not disclose confidential or proprietary information to any person or entity 

outside of CA, either during or after CA service, without written authorization or as 

required by law or CA Policy. 

 Competition and Fair Dealing. CA seeks to provide services to the Columbia community 

fairly and honestly. We seek competitive advantages through superior performance, not 

unethical or illegal business practices. 

We do not take unfair advantage through manipulation, concealment, abuse of 

privileged information, misrepresentation of material facts or any other unfair practice.    

 Outside Communication. CA is committed to providing full, fair, and accurate disclosure 

in all public communications and to following all laws, rules, and regulations. 

Unless you are specifically authorized to do so, you may not speak on behalf of CA or the 

Board or appear to do so. You may, however, speak out on issues in any public forum, 

social media platform or other vehicle as long as you make it clear you are speaking as 

an individual, not on behalf of CA. 

You may also confirm that the Board or CA has or has not taken a specific action other 

than one considered to be confidential or proprietary. 
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If in doubt, it is suggested you forward any media enquiries to CA’s Communications 

Department. 

Please be aware of the broad reach of social networks and similar media and the 

potential harm that can come when indiscrete comments might be falsely attributed to 

CA. 

 Network Use, Integrity, and Security. CA reserves the right to monitor and review any 

information contained on a computer or other electronic device issued by CA and 

reserves the right to monitor and review CA email communications.  

These systems may not be used to commit illegal acts or to violate the 

nondiscrimination, harassment, solicitation, proprietary information, or other terms of 

the Code. 

You must not divulge any passwords used to access CA computers or databases, and you 

must avoid using or distributing unauthorized software. You may not engage in the 

unauthorized copying, distribution, or alteration of software. You must adhere to 

software terms of use. 

Any suspected misuse or breach of network security must be reported immediately to 

the CA’s IT department. 

 Health And Safety. CA strives to provide a safe and healthy work environment. You 

must follow safety and health rules and practices and to report accidents, injuries and 

unsafe equipment, practices, or conditions.                                                                                       

 Record Keeping. Full, accurate, timely, and clear disclosures of certain CA information 

are made in periodic reports and in public statements. This practice may also be 

required by law in some instances. You must ensure that any transactions of which you 

are aware are recorded accurately and reported accordingly.  

Please be aware that records and communications frequently become public, so 

exaggerations, derogatory remarks, guesswork, or inappropriate characterizations of 

people or organizations should be avoided. This applies especially to emails, social 

media, blogs and formal reports.  

 Audits and Investigations. You shall cooperate with CA representatives and relevant 

authorities in internal and external audits, government investigations and other 

activities to the fullest extent of the law.  

Any request for information from a government organization should be shared with our 

General Counsel.   
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 Political Activity. You are free to engage in political activity, including endorsement of 

candidates for political or CA office when you make it clear you are acting in your 

individual capacity, not as a CA representative.  

In no way should you suggest that CA promotes, supports or opposes a specific 

candidate. No CA resources may be used, and you may not use your CA title in 

conjunction with any political endorsement or support. 
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Board of Directors Ethics Code Enforcement Policy Draft 

 

1. Introduction. This document establishes a procedure for the receipt, review, investigation, 

adjudication and recording of complaints alleging illegal or unethical activities lodged against 

members of the Columbia Association (CA) Board of Directors (the Board). The President/CEO is 

considered a Board member in this context. Ethical standards expected of all Board members 

are outlined in the CA Board Code of Ethics (the Code). 

2. Making a complaint. Any person within or outside CA may report allegations of suspected 

illegal or unethical conduct by Board members. Complaints may be made anonymously, 

although it is preferred that accusers take ownership of their accusations. It is required that all 

complaints be made in writing so as to assure a clear understanding of the issues raised. 

Complaints should be factual rather than speculative and should contain as much specific 

information as possible. Complaints are encouraged at the earliest possible time relative to the 

alleged misconduct. 

Board members who become aware of illegal or unethical conduct or believe that such conduct 

is likely to take place in the future must promptly report the matter.   

No retaliation is allowed against any person making a good-faith report of misconduct. 

3. Designated Complaint Managers. 

 Complaints against individual Board members are to be directed to the Board Chair for 

consideration by the full Board. 

 Complaints against the Board Chair are to be directed to the Board Vice Chair for 

consideration by the full Board. 

 Complaints against both the Board Chair and Vice Chair are to be directed to the 

highest-ranking Board member on the CA Audit Committee for consideration by the full 

Board. 

If a complaint is received by a person other than the one designated above, it must be referred 

directly by the recipient to the appropriate Designated Complaint Manager.  

CA’s PEO shall be informed at each step of the process from initial complaint to final resolution. 

4. Initial Investigation of Reports. All complaints are to be considered serious and shall be 

promptly addressed. All Board members and CA staff have an obligation to cooperate with 

these investigations.  

Investigations are conducted in two stages: 
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 An initial review to determine whether a case merits further consideration. This is 

conducted by the Designated Complaint Manager, who reports their findings to the PEO 

and the full Board 

 Upon approval by the Board, a full-scale, in-depth investigation will commence under 

the leadership of the Designated Complaint Manager or another individual or individuals 

selected by the Board. 

In the initial stage, the designated Complaint Manager shall issue a brief written 

recommendation as to whether an investigation of the allegations in the complaint is 

warranted or should be dismissed. The Complaint Manager shall determine that no 

investigation is warranted if: 

 The allegations in the complaint, even if true, do not amount to a violation of the Code 

 The party about whom the allegations are made is no longer a member of the Board, 

and no other circumstances suggest that an investigation is needed 

 The allegations are so vague, unspecific or unsupported that they are not credible or 

capable of being efficiently investigated 

 The value of CA assets involved in the complaint is negligible 

At this point, only a quick assessment of the complaint is required, not an extensive 

investigation or analysis. 

After the Complaint Manager determines whether or not an investigation is warranted, they 

must within 15 days of their receipt of the compliant report the complaint and the reasons for 

the determination to the full Board for review. The Board would then vote in closed session 

whether or not to accept the recommendation and what, if any, further steps should be taken.  

All Board members, regardless of whether or not they are a party to the complaint are eligible 

to participate in the discussion of the matter and are entitled to one vote in its resolution. The 

accused is presumed innocent until proven guilty. 

If the Board agrees that a further investigation is warranted, the appropriate parties must be 

informed by the Complaint Manager within 15 days of that decision how the investigation will 

be handled. The appropriate parties include: 

 The complainant, if known, and the accused. 

 The Board 

 The Audit Committee  

5. Further Investigation. If the Board has agreed to pursue the case, the Complaint Manager or 

other individual(s) designated by the Board will conduct a full investigation into the matter and 

recommend a final resolution. The individual(s) chosen to conduct the investigation may assign 

one or more other persons within or outside CA to assist with the assignment. The Board may 

retain outside counsel if it is felt advisable. 
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Investigations shall be carried out in accordance with applicable laws and CA policies. It is 

preferred that they be completed within 30 days of the Board decision to conduct the 

investigation unless otherwise agreed by a vote of the Board. The Board has the power to grant 

extensions if necessary. 

The findings and any recommendations of corrective action shall be submitted to the full Board 

in writing by the investigator(s). The Board will then vote on whether to accept the findings and 

recommendations by secret ballot. Again, all Board members, regardless of whether or not they 

are a party to the complaint are eligible to participate in the discussion of the matter and are 

entitled to one vote in its resolution. A majority vote of the voting members of the full Board 

will determine the outcome of the issue. 

Accused Board members have a right to legal counsel at all stages of the proceedings and are 

entitled to have any reasonable legal expenses reimbursed by CA should they prevail. 

The complaint, investigation, and report of the findings and recommendations shall remain 

confidential to the extent that it is possible to conduct a proper investigation of the complaint 

and such confidentiality does not conflict with any action necessitated by the report or CA 

policy. 

6. Corrective Action. Recommendations for corrective action may include a reprimand, a 

requirement for special training or other options.  

With a two-thirds vote by the full Board, a request may be forwarded to the member’s Village 

Association board of directors that the member have their Columbia Council membership 

revoked and, thereby, membership on the CA Board. The Village Board would then deal with 

the issue according to the village’s bylaws and policies. 

In addition, corrective action may include referring information to an appropriate law 

enforcement agency if the investigation uncovers evidence of possible criminal activity and/or 

instituting civil action to recover damages, loss or expenses incurred by CA.  

7. Records. The PEO shall maintain a record of all complaints. This record shall identify the 

receipt of the complaint, the investigation if any, the report to the Board or the Audit 

Committee of the Board, and the ultimate resolution and include all documentation relating to 

the report.  

All records shall remain confidential. 
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MEMORANDUM

DATE:  October 20, 2022 

TO: Columbia Association Board of Directors 
Lakey Boyd, President/CEO 

FROM: Michael W. Aniton, General Counsel 

Subject: Ethics Policy Revision Update 

On October 18, 2022, at approximately 10:50 p.m. Columbia Association (“CA”) Board member 

Dick Boulton re-submitted his draft document entitled “The Columbia Association Board of 

Directors Ethics Code” and a memo, dated October 15, 2022, to CA Board of Directors. 

Because of the late submission of the documents, CA’s General Counsel was unable to conduct 

a thorough review of the documents prior to the posting deadline (October 20, 2022).     

AGENDA ITEM 7(b)(iii)
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Introduction 

Following up on Thursday evening’s Board meeting, I have reviewed everyone’s input along 

with Wes’s earlier comments and have made some suggested revisions to the proposed drafts 

of the Ethics Code and Ethics Code Enforcement Policy. 

It has been my intent from the start to work collaboratively to update the existing policies in a 

manner that would be acceptable to all. The attached drafts are intended to be a starting point 

for further discussion by Board and Staff. I hope we can proceed accordingly and in a spirit of 

good will and accommodation. 

I have taken on this responsibility at the direction of a small working group that was assigned 

the task of organizing and reconciling all existing Board policies and procedures. It was felt by 

this group that my previous experience and familiarity with the existing ethics program would 

be helpful in fulfilling this segment of the work. 

I did not work alone on this job. Andy Stack and I collaborated on the Code portion, but we took 

different paths on the enforcement mechanism. The Board is encouraged to study both.  

Both the Code and Enforcement documents closely follow the content of previous ethics 

policies but have been reformatted to make them clearer and more accessible. 

The chief format changes were: 

 To isolate those elements that pertain exclusively to the fiduciary responsibilities and 

unique powers of the Board. It is assumed that Staff will revise existing policies that 

would apply to CA employees. These Board drafts could certainly be used as a model for 

employee versions, but that is an HR decision. 

 Separate the Ethics Code from the policies for enforcing the Code. This was done to 

create a standalone Code that was concise and to-the-point. The existing documents are 

lengthy and cumbersome. It is suspected that very few individuals have studied and 

possess a full understanding of the existing ethical standards. People just sign the 

documents every year without actually reading them. 

There is no attempt in any of this to lighten the Board’s ethical responsibilities. It is fully 

understood that the Board must set a strong example for the rest of the organization. 

Wes’s comments 

Wes compared the current drafts with the version he had previously prepared for Board 

review. Although that version was a marked improvement over the existing documents, the 

Board chose not to adopt that document, which led to the creation of this new draft that is now 

available for Board consideration. Below in bold italics are listed Wes’s notations comparing the 

new draft with the one that he had written. Please note that Wes’s draft would have applied to 

the entire organization, not just the Board, and combined the Ethics Code along with 
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Enforcement Policies. The new Draft covers only the Board’s Ethics Code. The Enforcement 

Policy is a subject for separate discussion. Below are my responses to Wes’s comments. 

 

In Section 2, Board Responsibilities, this document: 

a. does not clearly establish that the Board does not have a role in monitoring, 

managing, or directing the day-to-day operations of the organization 

b. does not clearly and expressly state the boards fiduciary duties as established by 

Maryland law 

No, the Board does not have a role in the day-to-day operations of the organization. The Board 

delegates that responsibility to its sole employee, the President/CEO. The Board does, however, 

as stated, have a fiduciary responsibility to provide oversight and make certain that Board 

policies, strategies, and budgets are executed effectively and efficiently. This requires that the 

Board is fully aware of how the organization is being managed. I stand by the text as written but 

have also added a sentence discouraging Board attempts at micromanagement.  

 

In Section 3, Restrictions on the Board, this document: 

a. does not include use of their personal email address to conduct CA business, or 

use of their CA email address to conduct personal business or to express  

personal opinions on matters that impact CA to the public. 

b. does not include while serving on the Board and within one (1) year following 

termination of their term on the Board of Directors be employed by or enter into 

any contract for compensation in excess of $2,500 with CA either personally or in 

a manner from which they would so benefit directly. 

c. does not include within one (1) year following termination of their term on the 

Board 

of Directors, assist or represent another party for compensation in a case, contract, 

or other specific matter involving CA if that matter is one in which the member 

participated while affiliated with CA. 

I have added to the draft a prohibition of using CA email address to pursue personal business. 

What people do with their personal email address is outside CA jurisdiction. 
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The prohibition of subject activities within one year following the end of Board membership 

was included in the original draft (under Restriction on page 3). 

 

Section 4, Civility, was included as a new section 

Yes, it was. Civility is extremely important and deserves a section of its own. 

 

In Section 5, Conflicts of Interest, the document: 

a. states that a conflict of interest does not apply to the 10 Columbia Village 

Associations or to the Inner Arbor Trust. 

b. does not include language that establishes the procedure for disclosing, reviewing, 

handling, and properly documenting the review of conflicts of interest. 

 The unusual circumstances regarding Board members’ ex officio participation on Village boards 

and cross memberships on the Inner Arbor board have been discussed by the Board, and it was 

agreed that this was a situation peculiar to CA that deserved special consideration.  

Another issue discussed by an earlier CA Board served by a previous President/CEO was the 

proper role of a CA President/CEO when sitting on the boards of outside community 

organizations or otherwise involved in such activities. It was the Board’s position that a CA 

President/CEO is a full-time, 24/7 employee of the CA Board and is expected to represent CA’s 

interests at all times. 

The text on conflicts of interest reflects the language of the existing CA ethics documents. See 

COLUMBIA ASSOCIATION, INC. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST POLICY FOR SENIOR MANAGEMENT AND THE BOARD OF 

DIRECTORS, page 2 General Policy.  

 

In Section 6, Business Conduct, the document: 

a. does not include the following: 

 i. in the Equal Opportunity paragraph, language prohibiting abusive, 

harassing, or other offensive conduct, whether verbal, physical, or visual. 

I have inserted additional verbiage to the text as recommended.   

ii. in the Drug-Free workplace paragraph, language stating that reporting to 

work under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol and/or the abuse of 
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alcohol or medications in the workplace are violations of the Policy and the 

law. 

I have added “and the law” to the text. 

iii. in the Gifts and Entertainments paragraph, language prohibiting kickbacks 

or payment to government officials for the purpose of influencing decisions. 

I have added kickback prohibition to the text. 

iv. in the Contest Awards section language, excepting that part-time and 

seasonal CA team members – excluding family members of the CA Board 

of Directors and Senior Management – are eligible to apply for the Spirit of 

Columbia Scholarship and to be awarded such Scholarship. 

The nepotism rules state that the families of Board members and Senior Staff are not eligible 

for this award. 

v. in the Confidential or Proprietary Information paragraph, language that if 

third parties seek to compel disclosure of proprietary information, CA’s 

General Counsel must be notified. Proprietary information that belongs to 

a third party and is covered by a non-disclosure agreement or similar 

agreement also must be protected accordingly. 

I have added this information to the text. 

vi. in the Competition and Fair dealing paragraph, language that theft or 

unauthorized use or disclosure of confidential or proprietary information, or 

the possession of trade secret information that was obtained without the 

owner’s consent, is prohibited. 

I have added this information to the text. 

vii. in the Network Use, Integrity, and Security paragraph, language that CA 

 reserves the right to monitor and review any use of the internet and CA e- 

mail or any other electronic communications without notice and language 

 prohibiting the unauthorized use, copying, distribution, or alteration of 
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computer software whether obtained from outside sources or developed 

internally. 

I have added this information to the text. 

viii. in the Financial Management and Record-Keeping paragraph, language 

prohibiting the falsification of business records, that all records are to fairly 

and accurately reflect information in reasonable detail, that no information 

should be concealed from CA’s internal or independent auditors. 

Although this regulation applies primarily to CA employees, I have added the language to the 

text just to make sure there is no exception for the Board. 

ix. in the Political Activity paragraph, language that specifies that types of 

conduct that constitutes acting as a CA representative. 

This is covered in Section 3, Restrictions on the Board 

x. a section for “Business Expenses.” 

This is covered in Section 3, Restrictions on the Board 

xi. a section for “Corporate Opportunities.” 

This is covered in Section 5, Conflicts of Interest 

xii. reference to the reporting procedure if misconduct is witnessed. 

 This would be covered in an Enforcement Policy, but I have also added an appropriate bullet 

point in Section 2 Board Responsibilities.  

 

6. The document does not include the procedures for handling violations of the Code of 

Ethics (a separate document was produced concerning this matter). 

In order to keep the Ethics Code concise and accessible, enforcement procedures would be 

outlined in a separate policy document. 

 

7. The document does not include a commitment and certification paragraph to acknowledge 

that it was received, read, and understood. 

One has been added. 
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The Columbia Association Board of Directors Ethics Code Draft 

1. Introduction. The entire Ethics Code might be distilled into a single statement:  

Do the right thing, whether or not someone is watching. 

It would be great to live in a world where everyone did just that, and it wouldn’t be necessary 

to spell out policy specifics. Nevertheless, our world is complex, and many of us will have 

different perspectives on exactly what “the right thing” is in any particular situation.  

Thus, we need clearly stated guidelines to ensure we are all operating with the same 

understanding of what is expected of us. 

This Ethics Code document (the Code) provides ethical guidelines for members of the Columbia 

Association (CA) Board of Directors (the Board) and supersedes any past policies, practices, or 

customs on the subject.  

The Code applies to all activities involving Board members doing CA business including Board 

meetings and work sessions, committee and subcommittee meetings, email, social media, CA 

events and any other situation where a Board member could be considered to be representing 

CA in an official or semiofficial manner. 

For the purposes of this Code, the Board includes CA’s President/CEO, although that member 

does not have a vote in any ethics proceedings. 

While the Code covers a wide range of circumstances, it cannot cover every conceivable issue 

that may arise. You will need to use your best judgment in such cases. If you are in doubt about 

a situation, you should consult with CA’s Principal Ethics Officer (PEO). 

A copy of the Code will be presented to Board members each year in advance of the May 

organizational meetings, the receipt and acceptance of which must be acknowledged by 

signature.  

 

2. Board Responsibilities. The Board is CA’s governing body. Its ten elected members are CA’s 

sole corporate members. The Board serves as the steward and guardian of CA’s values, vision, 

mission, and resources. It plays a leading, proactive role in CA’s strategic decision making and in 

setting strong, clear directions and priorities. This is a serious responsibility, not to be taken 

lightly. 

Maryland law classifies CA as a Homeowners Association (HOA) subject to the Maryland HOA 

Act as well as other Federal, State, and local laws and regulations. The Board also operates in 

accordance with the CA Charter and Bylaws. It is a duty of the Board to make certain that all 

applicable laws and regulations are followed to the letter.  
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The Board ensures that CA possesses the financial and other resources necessary to realize its 

vision and carry out its mission, and it monitors CA’s operational performance in order to 

provide oversight to determine that Board direction is being followed efficiently and effectively.  

The Board appoints a President/CEO to manage CA’s day-to-day business operations, sets the 

President/CEO’s compensation, provides direction, and monitors/evaluates that individual’s 

performance. While the Board has oversight responsibilities and may on occasion offer advice, 

it does not attempt to micromanage day-to-day operations. 

Board members are obligated to: 

 Carry out the fiduciary responsibilities of the Board including budget development, 

strategic direction, and oversight.  

 Be informed regarding CA’s governing documents and CA’s mission, vision, strategies, 

policies, services, and programs.  

 Act in good faith and with the care, watchfulness, and caution any prudent person 

would exercise in a similar situation to support CA’s best interest and the interest of the 

overall Columbia community. 

 Assess all available and pertinent information to exercise informed, independent 

judgment in making decisions  

 Regularly attend Board meetings and work sessions. Review agendas, supporting 

materials and prior meeting minutes beforehand and otherwise prepare for 

participation. 

 Share equitably in the work of the Board and serve on special committees, advisory 

committees or the boards of affiliated organizations as assigned. 

 Take responsibility for and follow through on assignments arising from meetings, work 

sessions and/or committees. 

 Serve as an effective CA ambassador to your village and constituents and to the overall 

Columbia community. 

 Obey the law and follow all CA ethical, conflict of interest and confidentiality policies 

and properly report any observed Board or Staff misconduct. 

 Represent village and constituent interests but make decisions based on the welfare of 

the entire Columbia community.  

 Remain in good standing with respect to all financial obligations, covenants, and 

regulations contained in CA’s Declaration and your Village Association Declaration. 

 

3. Restrictions on the Board. Board members shall not: 

 Conduct themselves in a manner that assumes any greater rights or privileges than 

other members of the Columbia community 

 Speak for or act on behalf of CA unless specifically authorized to do so. You will be 

considered to be acting as a CA representative when: 
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o carrying out work or volunteer duties on behalf of CA   

o attending a CA meeting or event sponsored by CA 

o attending an outside meeting as a CA representative 

o wearing a name badge or clothing designating you as a CA representative  

o communicating with a CA email account or on CA stationery 

 Engage in any communications on behalf of CA that defames another Board member or 

CA employee  

 Discuss the confidential proceedings of the Board or release confidential information 

without Board authorization 

 Act in a way that is intended to intimidate another person in the conduct of their 

responsibilities 

 Interfere with the duties of other Board members, Board officers or CA employees  

 Knowingly misrepresent facts or the Board’s position on issues 

 Simultaneously serve on the Board and as a sworn public officer  

 Be compensated for their service other than one free activities membership and a gift 

card to be applied against CA classes and programs. (Board members will, however, be 

reimbursed for attendance at relevant conferences and meetings or other activities that 

are reasonably related to CA business. If you incur CA business expenses, they must be 

documented and recorded accurately for reimbursement.) 

 Accept any loans from CA other than ordinary travel and expense advances 

 Assist or represent for compensation another party in any matters involving CA while on 

the Board or within one year after the end of your term 

 Use the CA email system to conduct personal business 

 While on the Board or within one year afterward, be employed by or enter into any 

contract for compensation with CA either personally or in a manner from which you 

would benefit 

 

4. Civility. Thoughtfulness and respect must govern our behavior as Board members. We show 

concern for the well-being of others and respect their autonomy. We act with trustworthiness, 

benevolence, and honesty: 

 We will be civil to one another and to CA staff and treat all with respect by 

acknowledging their opinions, recommendations, and information. 

 We engage in open discussions that encourage and regard others’ positions. When 

differing with someone, we demonstrate understanding of their position before 

presenting our own.  

 In discussions, we focus on the issues, not on people with whom we may agree or 

disagree.  

 We do not interrupt others while they have the floor, and we wait our turn to speak. 
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 We recognize and value diverse perspectives and lived experience resulting from factors 

such as ethnicity, age, and socioeconomic circumstances, etc.  

 We use inquiry to probe positions and to seek a better understanding, not to win an 

argument. 

 We speak as a Board through unified messages We strive for consensus but agree to 

disagree based on the merits. If consensus cannot be met, we summarize both positions 

to mutual satisfaction. When speaking to the public, we identify whose opinion we’re 

presenting – our own or the Board’s. 

 

5. Conflicts of Interest. Board members must exercise their powers in CA’s best interest, not in 

their own or family interests nor the interests of any other person or entity. You must strive to 

avoid possible conflicts of interest, and where avoidance is not feasible, to disclose your 

situation and recuse yourself as appropriate.   

A conflict of interest – perceived or actual – exists when an activity, action, or situation could 

reasonably be expected to interfere with your objectivity, judgment, or diligence in protecting 

CA. Not all conflicts are obvious, so care must be taken to avoid appearances that could impair 

the reputation of CA or its Board. 

An interest exists when you have an investment in, are paid by or are a director, officer, 

employee, or agent of or have an ability to control or otherwise direct the actions of an outside 

entity that competes with, deals with, or seeks to deal with CA. That entity may be private, 

public, or governmental, regardless of form. 

Not all conflicts are financial. For example, you may have a conflict in situations where you are 

a member of or are associated with an entity that seeks to influence CA’s actions. (This would 

not, however, apply to the ten Columbia Village Association or to the Inner Arbor Trust.)  

Conflicts are not inherently illegal nor are they to be seen as a reflection of your integrity, but 

they must be acknowledged and acted upon with candor and care. You are expected to err on 

the side of caution and full disclosure. 

You may not allow any immediate family member (defined as spouse, children, parents, 

siblings) to receive remuneration for work performed for CA except when the family member is 

a dependent child employed on a seasonal basis or is already a CA employee at the time of the 

Board member’s election – unless the employee is part of senior management (defined as the 

President, Department Directors, Division Directors, Internal Auditor, Treasurer, Controller and 

General Counsel)  

Without the consent of the Board, you are prohibited from taking for yourself or directing to 

others, CA business opportunities that are made known to you or obtained through the use of 

CA property, information, or your position. 
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You will be required by law to fill out annually a standard Confidential Financial Disclosure 

Report that outlines financial interests that could possibly influence your Board actions.  

 

6. Business Conduct. You are expected to conduct yourself in a way that avoids even the 

appearance of improper behavior.  

If a policy conflicts with a law, you must follow the law. Where a custom conflicts with a policy, 

you must follow the policy. Policies must adhere to CA’s Charter and Bylaws. If you have any 

concern regarding the lawfulness of a CA action or activity, you should consult with CA’s 

General Counsel. 

If you believe a situation may involve or lead to an ethical violation, you are expected to report 

it according to procedures laid out in the BOD Policy Book, which also provides the procedures 

for Code enforcement. CA does not allow retaliation of any kind for good faith reports of 

misconduct.  

Some specifics are presented in the following bullet points: 

 Equal Opportunity. CA is committed to providing equal employment opportunities and 

maintaining a setting that is free from abusive or offensive conduct, discrimination, 

hostility, harassment, or intimidation, whether verbal, physical or visual, based on race, 

sex, religion, color, age, national origin, pregnancy, gender identity, disability, or any 

other factors protected by federal, state, or local law.  

 

 Drug-free Workplace. CA prohibits the inappropriate use of drugs and alcohol. The 

illegal possession, distribution, or use of controlled substances on CA premises or at CA 

functions is prohibited. Participating in CA functions while under the undue influence of 

alcohol or drugs and/or the abuse of alcohol or medications are violations of CA policy 

and the law.      

 

 Gifts, Entertainment, Kickbacks, and Illegal Payments. The purpose of business gifts 

and entertainment is to create goodwill and sound working relations, not to allow unfair 

advantage. Gifts that are considered acceptable are: 

o Meals and beverages consumed in the presence of the donor or sponsoring 

entity 

o Ceremonial gifts or awards that have insignificant monetary value 

o Gifts and tickets or free admission extended to a director to attend a charitable 

or cultural event, if the purpose of this gift or admission is a courtesy extended 

to CA or the CA Board 

o Gifts from a person related by blood or marriage or another individual who is a 

member of your household 
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Gifts, contributions or entertainment with a value exceeding $50 or a series of gifts with 

a total value of over $200 in a one-year period from any person or entity that does 

business with CA or is affected by CA actions or policies are of particular concern. You 

may not you use outside agents, consultants, contractors, or other representatives to 

evade this policy. 

Kickbacks or other payments to government officials for the purpose of influencing 

decisions are illegal and strictly prohibited. 

 Contest Awards. You and your family are not eligible to win any type of prize or award 

associated with any contest, drawing, raffle, sweepstakes, or other competition 

sponsored or run by CA and open to the public.  

 

 Misuse of Assets. You must protect CA’s assets from misuse or misappropriation. This 

includes both tangible (products, equipment, facilities, etc.) and intangible (intellectual 

property, trade secrets, proprietary information, etc.) assets. You must not take or make 

use of CA assets for personal use or use by another nor remove, dispose, or destroy 

anything of value belonging to CA.  

 

 Confidential or Proprietary Information. Proprietary information includes intellectual 

property, non-public information relating to CA’s operations, confidential documents, 

non-public information about discussions and deliberations relating to business issues 

and decisions. It does not include information that: 

o is or may become publicly known without breach of the Code 

o is or becomes known or available through a third-party that did not acquire or 

disclose it by a duty of confidentiality or by a wrongful or illegal act 

o is subject to disclosure under the Maryland Homeowners Association Act 

o is independently developed by you or others without reference to CA proprietary 

information 

You may not use confidential or proprietary information for your own benefit or the 

benefit of persons or entities outside CA. If a third party seeks to compel disclosure of 

proprietary information, CA’s General Counsel must be notified. 

You may not disclose confidential or proprietary information to any person or entity 

outside of CA, either during or after CA service, without written authorization or as 

required by law or CA Policy. 

Proprietary information that belongs to a third party and is covered by a nondisclosure 

or similar agreement must be protected accordingly. 
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 Competition and Fair Dealing. CA seeks to provide services to the Columbia community 

fairly and honestly. We seek competitive advantages through superior performance, not 

unethical or illegal business practices. 

We do not take unfair advantage through manipulation, concealment, abuse of 

privileged information, misrepresentation of material facts or any other unfair practice.  

Theft or unauthorized use or disclosure of confidential or proprietary information or the 

possession of trade secrets that were obtained without the owner’s consent is 

prohibited.   

 Outside Communication. CA is committed to providing full, fair, and accurate disclosure 

in all public communications and to following all laws, rules, and regulations. 

Unless you are specifically authorized to do so, you may not speak on behalf of CA or the 

Board or appear to do so. You may, however, speak out on issues in any public forum, 

social media platform or other vehicle as long as you make it clear you are speaking as 

an individual, not on behalf of CA. 

You may also confirm that the Board or CA has or has not taken a specific action other 

than one considered to be confidential or proprietary. 

If in doubt, it is suggested you forward any media enquiries to CA’s Communications 

Department. 

Please be aware of the broad reach of social networks and similar media and the 

potential harm that can come when indiscrete comments might be falsely attributed to 

CA. 

 Network Use, Integrity, and Security. CA reserves the right to monitor and review any 

information contained on a computer or other electronic device issued by CA and 

reserves the right to monitor and review CA email communications.  

These systems may not be used to commit illegal acts or to violate the 

nondiscrimination, harassment, solicitation, proprietary information, or other terms of 

the Code. 

You must not divulge any passwords used to access CA computers or databases, and you 

must avoid using or distributing unauthorized software. You may not engage in the 

unauthorized copying, distribution, or alteration of software. You must adhere to 

software terms of use. 

Any suspected misuse or breach of network security must be reported immediately to 

the CA’s IT department. 
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 Health And Safety. CA strives to provide a safe and healthy work environment. You 

must follow safety and health rules and practices and to report accidents, injuries and 

unsafe equipment, practices, or conditions.                                                                                       

 Financial Record Keeping. Full, accurate, timely, and clear disclosures of certain CA 

information are made in periodic reports and in public statements. This practice may 

also be required by law in some instances. You must ensure that any transactions of 

which you are aware are recorded accurately and reported accordingly.  

Please be aware that records and communications frequently become public, so 

exaggerations, derogatory remarks, guesswork, or inappropriate characterizations of 

people or organizations should be avoided. This applies especially to emails, social 

media, blogs and formal reports.  

 Audits and Investigations. You shall cooperate with CA representatives and relevant 

authorities in internal and external audits, government investigations and other 

activities to the fullest extent of the law.  

Any request for information from a government organization should be shared with our 

General Counsel.   

 Political Activity. You are free to engage in political activity, including endorsement of 

candidates for political or CA office when you make it clear you are acting in your 

individual capacity, not as a CA representative.  

In no way should you suggest that CA promotes, supports or opposes a specific 

candidate. No CA resources may be used, and you may not use your CA title in 

conjunction with any political endorsement or support. 

 

 

This acknowledges that I have received, have read, and understand the Columbia Association 

Ethics Code. 

 

Name __________________________________________    Date ______________________ 
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MEMORANDUM

DATE:  October 24, 2022 

TO: Columbia Association Board of Directors 

FROM: Michael W. Aniton, General Counsel 

Subject: CA Board Member Removal, CA Board Member Voting, and CA 
 Board Elections 

This memorandum is in response to a suggested policy that was submitted to the Columbia 

Association (“CA”) Board of Directors on August 4, 2022, by CA Board Member Dick Boulton.   

CA Board Member Removal 
The methods by which a CA Board member may be removed are established in the SEVENTH 
article of CA’s Charter and Section 2.03 of CA’s By-Laws.  A CA Board member may be removed 
in one of the following ways: (1) At any meeting of members, duly called and at which a quorum 
is present, the members may, by the affirmative vote of the holders of two-thirds (2/3) of the votes 
entitled to be cast thereat, remove any director or directors from office, or (2) If the members of 
any Incorporated Association remove or recall their Columbia Council representative through a 
procedure authorized by the charter and by-laws of the Incorporated Association, the members 
of this Corporation shall remove such Columbia Council Representative from office as a director 
of this Corporation. 

CA Board Member Voting 
MD Code 2-405.1(c) provides that “A director of a corporation shall act (1) in good faith, (2) in a 
manner the director reasonably believes to be in the best interests of the corporation, and (3) with 
the care that an ordinarily prudent person in a like position would use under similar circumstances. 
The SEVENTH article of CA’s Charter provides that the members of the Corporation shall be the 
Columbia Council Representatives and that each member shall be entitled to one vote.   The MD 
Code takes precedence over CA’s Charter, thus there are certain circumstances, such as in the 
event of a conflict of interest, under which a CA Board member, who would ordinarily be entitled 
to vote pursuant to CA’s Charter, should not be permitted to vote to ensure compliance with the 
MD Code.   

CA Involvement in Elections 
CA should refrain from endorsing or supporting candidates for Columbia Council Representative 
due to the potential for actual or apparent conflicts of interest, which is why CA staff made the 
decision not to cast CA’s votes for any candidate in the April 2022 election.  CA Board members 
should refrain from approving policies that govern how CA casts its votes for the very positions 
that the CA Board members hold due to conflict of interest principles.     
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Columbia Council/CA Board Member Election Policy 

 

Columbia Council members are elected by their villages according to each village’s Charter, 

Bylaws, and stated procedures. Those elected Columbia Council members then appoint 

themselves to membership on the CA Board of Directors for the duration of their Columbia 

Council terms.  

Once an individual is elected by their village to represent it on the Columbia Council, only that 

member’s village is authorized to remove or replace its representative, although the CA Board 

may, by a 2/3 vote of the full CA Board, request the village to remove or replace its Columbia 

Council/CA Board representative for cause. The decision as to whether or not to comply is 

strictly the village’s according to its Charter and Bylaws.  

Once on the CA Board, an elected member has one vote in the conduct of Board business. That 

vote cannot be denied under any circumstances unless the member’s village recalls their 

representative from the Columbia Council and thus the CA Board. 

The CA Board and Staff shall not interfere with village elections, whether by endorsing 

candidates, releasing candidate information or by other means. Individual elected CA Board 

members may support candidates but only if it is made clear that it is being done as an 

individual, not as a representative of the CA Board and that no CA resources or confidential 

information is employed. 

In those villages where CA is allocated votes, CA shall not vote for any candidate but shall 

instead submit blank ballots in order to allow any quorum requirements to be met. 
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MEMORANDUM 

DATE:  October 20, 2022 

TO: Columbia Association Board of Directors 
Lakey Boyd, President/CEO 

FROM: Dennis Mattey, VP of Community Operations  

Subject: CA Operational Process for Tree Maintenance 

This memorandum is for informational purposes only to provide a Board-requested operational 
update, and no Board action is required. 

Tree management in the Columbia Open Space system includes routine tree care (pruning, 
removals, stump grinding), tree replacement in landscaped areas, and reforestation projects. 
Routine tree care aims to retain trees and their benefits while appropriately addressing 
structural issues that might otherwise increase the potential for tree failure. 

CA Open Space forepeople have experience evaluating trees and are trained to look for trees in 
decline and trees with structural defects during the normal course of their workday. The CA 
Open Space team includes CA team members that are certified by the International Society of 
Arborists and are available to evaluate trees in special situations and around CA facilities. The 
natural course of events in the Open Space tree inventory is evolutionary and includes the loss 
and regeneration of trees. Managing the tree maintenance program is a high priority, and 
considerable resources are directed toward tree management and preservation.  
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MEMORANDUM 

DATE:  October 20, 2022 

TO: Columbia Association Board of Directors 
Lakey Boyd, President/CEO 

FROM: Dennis Mattey, VP of Community Operations  

Subject: CA Operational process for Encroachments on CA Property 

The attached flowchart identifies the various steps and procedures associated with CA’s 
operational process for encroachment enforcement which is still in the process of being refined. 
This flowchart is being provided to the Board for update purposes only.  
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Draft Evaluation Policy

During the final quarter of the fiscal year the Board shall prepare an evaluation of the
President/CEO which shall be used to inform the bonus that the President/CEO shall receive.

Section 1: Process

1. The President/CEO shall provide the Board of Directors a self evaluation

2. The voting members of the Board shall meet in closed session to review and discuss the
policy and procedure steps for the CA President’s annual evaluation including:

a. The President’s Contract
b. The Evaluation Forms
c. The Board approved annual Goals and Objectives for the President/CEO
d. The Columbia Association’s Strategic Plan

3. Each voting member shall individually fill-out their own copy of the evaluation form(s) to:
a. Provide a score for each goal in the Board approved annual Goals and

Objectives for the President/CEO. These scores shall be provided anonymously
to maintain confidentiality

b. Provide for each goal, a list of areas where the President/CEO made progress
c. Provide for each goal, feedback with examples that allow for actionable steps

towards growth/improvement

4. The voting members of the Board shall then meet in a second closed session to review
the scores to determine the bonus as follows:

a. All scores shall be counted anonymously during this meeting
b. An overall Board score for each goal shall be computed in accordance with

Section 2
c. The bonus shall be computed based the overall Board score for each goal in

accordance with Sections 3
d. The Chair will provide the Board a draft summary of the responses from 2b and

2c, for the Board to discuss and vote on.

5. The Chair and Vice Chair shall meet with the President/CEO to present the Board’s final
evaluation and feedback along with any bonus awarded.

6. The Board shall also conduct a mid-year evaluation, which will not impact the bonus.
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Section 2: Scoring of Goals

Each voting member shall provide one of the following scores for each goal they evaluate.

● (4) Exceeds expectations: Performs above & beyond expectations
● (3) Meets all expectations: Always meets expectations
● (2) Partially meets expectations: Meets some expectations but not consistently
● (1) Does not meet expectations: Rarely or never meets expectations

A quorum, consisting of more than half of the voting Board members providing a score for a
goal, is required for that goal to be evaluated. If this threshold is not met then that goal shall be
reported in the final evaluation as Not Evaluated and have no impact on the Bonus calculation.

The Board’s overall score for each evaluated goal shall be the median of the individual board
member scores for that goal, which shall be reported in the CEO’s final evaluation.

Section 3: Bonus Calculation

The bonus shall be calculated by starting with 100% and
● Subtracting 100% for each goal with a median score of 1.0
● Subtracting 75% for each goal with a median score of 1.5
● Subracting 50% for each goal with a median score of 2.0
● Subracting 25% for each goal with a median score of 2.5
● Adding 0% for each goal with a median score of 3.0
● Adding 25% for each goal with a median score of 3.5
● Adding 50% for each goal with a median score of 4.0

Example Calculation:

If the evaluation has 4 goals where the median scores are 3.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, then the bonus
would be computed as follows:

100 (start) + 0 (Goal 1: 3.0) - 50 (Goal 2: 2.0) + 0 (Goal 3: 3.0) + 50 (Goal 4: 4.0) = 100%

The final bonus shall not exceed 100%. If the above calculation yields a result that is less than
or equal to 0% then no bonus shall be awarded. Note that if every goal receives an overall score
or 3 or higher then the bonus will be 100%.
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This format for the President’s Report for Columbia Association is striving to distill a lot of work into a quickly digestible format that is an 
easy-to-understand snapshot of a complex community organization. Included are key points about what we are busy doing at CA to 
better serve Columbia in a wide variety of ways, a celebration of our CA points of pride, and the sharing of some of the content that is 
shaping CA’s President/CEO’s perspective.  

From Lakey Boyd’s Desk: 

Looking Forward 

“An obstacle is the richest, thickest, densest place in the universe. This is so because it is 
where things stop and often die, failing to continue on their way. … When you meet 
something fierce, too strong to overcome, too high to climb, too eminent to sidestep, too 
dark to enlighten, don’t take it too personally – you have merely met an antibody whose 
sacred task is to challenge you, discombobulate you, disfigure you, and introduce ‘you’ to 
the strange vastness of your family. A larger commonwealth of becoming.”   
-- Bayo Akomolafe 

Professional Reading 

Too Intense, Too Loud, Too Aggressive: How to Navigate the Double Standard of Being 
Too Much.  Chief, Lindsey Galloway, July 13, 2022. 

Personal Reading 

March – Book One.  John Lewis, 2013. 

Visiting the Archives 

“Whatever ought to be, can be.” 

-- James Rouse 
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Last Month at CA:   
 Closed out the 2022 summer Lakefront concert program with a well-attended performance by Yasmin Williams. 
 CA's Community Programs & Services team had 15 team members compete in the HCC Challenge to raise money for student 

scholarships. CA placed first overall in the competition this year. Athletic Club lead trainer warmed up the crowd and personal 
trainers worked the CA obstacle course along the race route. 

 Managed and supported a stream clean up with the Columbia Jewish Congregation for Reverse Tashlich.  
 Managed a month-long project to repair, restripe, and refinish the arena court surface at Supreme Sports Club.  
 Held our first quarterly Member Appreciation Day event (MAD). MAD was developed to show Members appreciation and love 

by creating a fun environment, building member relationships, creating member engagement and member experience 
Members were invited to bring a guest throughout the day to Columbia Gym, Athletic Club and Supreme Sports Club. 

 Held a quarterly community energy meeting promoting our solar cooperative and had more than 30 participants for a robust 
discussion on sustainable energy practices.  

 The Communications team planned and helped execute outreach at a number of events, including HoCo Pride, Hops & 
Harvest, Blue Star Family Welcome Weekend and the HCPSS Transition Fair. 

 Hobbit’s Glen and Fairway Hills Golf Clubs hosted 12 Maryland High School matches this year. Each course hosts six 
tournaments made up of the various schools in Howard County. Hobbit’s is the home course for Wilde Lake, Atholton, and 
River Hill; Fairway Hills is home to Oakland Mills, Howard, and Hammond. 

 Completed the annual Village and Community Association facility inspections. 
 Major renovations were completed to the Moving Waters (KC-01) tot lot.  
 CA’s first Electric Vehicle is in service with the facilities team and includes a wrap that highlights CA sustainability program; 

“Driving the change to clean energy.”  
 Columbia Art Center Galleries kicked off its Fall Exhibit Season with “A Brush with History: Paintings by Wiley Purkey.” The 

show was part of the Howard County Arts Council's Road to the Arts. Approximately 400 people visited the gallery show and 
enjoyed viewing 50 oil paintings of historic Ellicott City.  

 The figure skating club held a recital for its members and family/friends, with 48 skaters/groups showed off their skills by 
performing routines set to music. Every level was represented from just learning to skate all the way to double and triple 
jumps. A few of our club members that performed are regionally and nationally recognized competitors.   

 Our Youth and Teen Center hosted Schools Closed Programs on two days so far, which include field trips. The Howard 
County Library STEAM Machine visited the center. Two after-school enrichment clubs began in October, Cooking Club and 
Art Attack. 

 The Wellness and Fitness team delivered the final two Columbia Moves with CA events.  Over the six session series, we had 
over 50 participants. 

 The International Grocery Tour program was launched as part of International Exchange and Multicultural Programs. It was 
held at the LA Mart in Oakland Mills, who highlighted the cuisine of the Dominican Republic in honor of Hispanic Heritage 
Month. Tour was followed by a cooking demonstration and tasting, held at the cafe Supreme Sports Club. 

 CA co-hosted a Rising Leader event with partners from Howard Community College and the Howard County Library System.  
 CA's Director of Purchasing participated as a program presenter at the Maryland Innovation Center.  "HoCo Higher" is an 

entrepreneur accelerator program hosted by Howard County in partnership with M&T Bank that serves early-stage and 
historically under-served entrepreneurs. 

 Accounting closed the second quarter of FY 2023 and worked with CA leaders to update their forecast estimates for year-end. 
 Celebrated Global Customer Service Experience Day, with our Team members nominating over 40 peers within different 

departments across the organization as Customer Service Superheroes in honor of this special day. 
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Next Month at CA: 
 The next phase of FY24 budget input kicks off in the next month, which includes an online survey and information session 

scheduled for November 1. 
 Finalizing the design process and commencing the contractor bidding process for renovations on the Stonehouse and the Art 

Center.  
 Quiet Pride, a view of the Columbia Association’s Community Operations Champions will provide a glimpse of the workforce 

behind the CA open space program.  The photo gallery will be on display at the Columbia Arts Center. 
 The Purchasing team will attend the 14th annual Meet the Primes event at the Maryland State Fairgrounds.  Twenty-six 

government jurisdictions will participate in the event making this one of the largest Minority Business Enterprise events in the 
United States. 

 The Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Project phase 2 framework preparation is complete. The team is developing 
the requirements traceability matrix to support the requirements-gathering phase of the work and is prepopulating the matrix 
with common requirements to facilitate the documentation process.  

 New functionality on the CA website will be deployed in the coming weeks, which will allow prospective members to engage 
with membership advocates through web chat, which is a preferred communication channel for many people. 

 Substantial improvements have been made to our internal support systems associated with providing promotional and 
marketing support to teams across CA, which are also helping to allocate more dedicated resources and effort to membership 
marketing efforts. 

 The SportsPark Trunk or Treat and Costume Crawl has several new additions to the event this year and our focus is on 
continuing to reach out to the community with these free events. We have increased the number of community partners 
participating in the event as well. 

 Owen Brown Tennis Club expects 600-800 players for the inaugural 2022 Joola Maryland Pickleball Open. This event will 
draw Pickleball enthusiasts from all over the region. 

 Kicking off our Walk with a Doc program with Dr. Rao from the CA Medical Advisory Board. We have give away bags from the 
local health department for participants as well. 

 Open Space will be participating in the Howard Community College Campus Sustainability Day with other community 
partners.  

 Supreme Sports Club will be implementing the STEM program in conjunction with the Youth and Teen Center, Howard County 
Library and HoCo 4-H. 

 The Teen Advisory Committee will implement Finish Strong at two sites: Athletic Club and Supreme Sports Club. The program 
allows high schoolers to tutor middle schoolers and also gives the middle schoolers opportunity to enjoy some of the amenities 
at each club. 

 Community Operations will be completing a reforestation project at Homespun Pond in Owen Brown. 
 Open Space Operations will be presenting a portion of the invasive plant management strategy to the Watershed Advisory 

Committee to obtain feedback. 
 CA’s work electrifying heating systems in our facilities will be presented by Director or Sustainability to a DC-based non-profit 

called Rewiring America. 
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Challenges CA is Addressing: 
 We continue to deal with the challenges of staffing, vendor/contractor capacity and/or responsiveness, and inflation. 

 

 

CA Departments’ Points of Pride: 
 Lakefront Live’s revamped and successful season! 
 The Community Programs and Services team always brings their full selves to serve the community! In the past month, team 

members from all divisions of CP&S brought movement to Columbia with Columbia Moves with CA, supported the HCC 
student scholarship effort by providing support and running in the HCC Challenge 5K, and brought the house down to 
celebrate our members at the Member Appreciation Day event.   

 DEI Committee Members represented CA at HoCo Pride Event. 
 During the Village and Community facility inspections, village association staff called out the facilities services team for 

attentiveness, quality of work, and quick response time of the Facility Services Crew. 
 Better aligning our website’s information architecture with search engines, leading to higher ranked outcomes for key search 

terms, which will have ongoing impacts on awareness of programs and services. 
 The Purchasing team is actively engaging with the community to advance CA's engagement with historically under-

represented vendors. 
 Winning Howard County’s Local Employer’s Inclusive Workplace Award! 



INNER ARBOR TRUST, INC.

O C T O B E R  2 0 2 2  R E P O R T
PRESENTED TO THE  COLUMBIA ASSOCIATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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The Inner Arbor Trust's programming
season has ended for 2022.  As we
look back on 2022, we are glad to see
the many partnerships that the Trust
has renewed and created in 2022. 
 This space is focused on engaging
the entire community, and
community partnerships are key to
activating this public space and
providing value for the community.

During 2022, the Trust worked on a
number of experiments, expanding
programs beyond our more long
standing concerts and performances.  
Some of these experiments were
exceptionally successful, some were
not as successful.  This data allows
the Trust to plan activation of the 

park for the future.  

The Trust has begun planning for
2023, with a continued focus on
celebrating the entirety of this
diverse, inclusive community.  We
will continue to engage our volunteer
Programming Committee and use the
"off-season" to further solicit
community input.

In addition to our main season, the
Trust will program in 2023 through
the end of December.

As performances close until April, the
Trust is now focused on moving
forward capital projects, starting with
lighting and the colonnade.  

FROM THE INNER ARBOR TRUST



2022 PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Festivals celebrating identity and culture
Use of Chrysalis and northern section of Symphony Woods
Holi, AAPI Heritage Festival, and PRIDE
6,739 attendees

C U L T U R A L  F E S T I V A L S

Concerts of various genres 
Use of Chrysalis
All ages welcome
8,352 attendees

C O M M U N I T Y  C O N C E R T S

Performances for our youngest guests
Use of Chrysalis
1,384 attendees

C H I L D R E N  A N D  F A M I L Y  P E R F O R M A N C E S

Non-performance activation of Chrysalis or Symphony Woods
Included yoga, cornhole, paint nights and yappy hour
1,231 attendees

A C T I V A T I O N S



SDP 14-073 was the original SDP for the Inner Arbor Trust / Merriweather Park at Symphony
Woods plan submitted to Howard County in 2014.  This SDP is the basis for all improvements in
Symphony Woods.  Notably, the SDP was approved in an atypical manner, creating additional
requirements or phasing.

The final SDP redline was approved on September 15, 2022.

W H A T  I S  S D P  1 4 - 0 7 3 ?

REDLINE OF SDP 14-073 AND NEXT
STEPS TOWARDS DPZ APPROVALS

SDP 14-073 was out of date, and needed to be updated.  The Trust was faced with the choice of
either engaging in piecemeal updates or "redlining" the document extensively to try and achieve
the community-driven approved plan, or to update SDP 14-073 to reflect the built reality, then
begin the SDP process over, engaging in full public input.  The Trust decided to work cohesively and
with full transparency to the public and elected to move forward by submitting a new SDP or SDPs
to achieve the plan.

W H Y  D I D  S D P  1 4 - 0 7 3  N E E D  T O  B E  C H A N G E D ?   

The Trust is committed to engaging in a full public process for the next SDP(s) for Symphony
Woods. The next step will begin in early 2023 with public review.  We anticipate the first SDP will
contain the colonnade. 

W H A T  A R E  T H E  N E X T  S T E P S ?



The Chrysalis
Merriweather Park at

Symphony Woods
WWW.INNERARBORTRUST.ORG

To promote and nurture a park in a unique natural setting for a
variety of arts and culture experiences that enrich the entire
community.

Inner Arbor Trust, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) non-profit created in 2013 to realize
the dream of an arts park in the heart of Downtown Columbia. The Trust
manages Merriweather Park at Symphony Woods and operates the
Chrysalis. The park is open to the public and provides a variety of arts
and cultural programs.  Most performances are no cost to attend.

In 2021, the Trust approved a community-focused updated concept plan,
Symphony Woods: A Community Vision.  The Trust is working to fund
and execute the plan. To date, the Trust has secured over $4M in
funding.

Our Mission

Arts for all.



 
Concept Plan

Symphony Woods: A Community Vision

ColonnadeBend in the Creek 
Playground

Conservation Landscaping

Columbia Orchestra Community Concert

Howard County Pride

Asian American & Pacific Islander Heritage Festival

Holi Festival

Chrysalis Kids
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MEMORANDUM 

DATE:  October 20 2022 

TO: Columbia Association Board of Directors 
Lakey Boyd, President/CEO 

FROM: Michael Aniton, General Counsel 

SUBJECT: 2023 Legislative Session – Pre-Filed State Legislation and Current 
Howard County Council Legislation 

A. MARYLAND GENERAL ASSEMBLY BILLS
The Maryland General Assembly is not currently in session.  No pre-filed legislation has been filed 
at this time.  The deadline for pre-filing bills is in November 2022 and the 2023 Session convenes 
in January 2023. 

B. HOWARD COUNTY COUNCIL BILLS

CB52-2022 – Property Tax Credit for Seniors and Retired Military Personnel (Pre-Filed) 
Summary:  An act amending the criteria, including the duration, for a property tax credit for seniors 
and retired military personnel in accordance with Chapter 267, Acts of the General Assembly of 2022; 
and generally relating to property tax credits. 
Potential Impact to CA:  CA does not impose taxes, however if the act passes, CA would adjust its 
annual charge for residents who are eligible for the tax credit accordingly, which would have a financial 
impact on CA. 
Status:  Introduced at the September 6, 2022 Legislative Session.  Passed as amended at the October 
3, 2022, Legislative Session. Legislation effective December 13, 2022. 

CB72-2022 – Establishment of Asian American and Pacific Islander Commission (Pre-Filed) 
Summary:  An act to establish an Asian American and Pacific Islander Commission; providing for 
the membership of the Commission; providing for the purpose and duties of the Commission; 
providing for the method of appointment and staff; requiring certain meetings and certain reports; 
providing the expiration dates of the terms of the initial members of the Commission; and generally 
relating to an Asian American and Pacific Islander Commission. 
Potential Impact to CA:  CA’s President/CEO or his/her designee would be a member of the 
Commission. 
Status:  Introduced at the October 3, 2022 Legislative Session and is currently under 
consideration.  

AGENDA ITEM 8(c)
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C. HEARING CHART 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

Hearing 

Date – Time 

Bill 

Number 

 

Title 

 

Cross-filed 

Bill 

10/3/22 – 7:00 p.m. CB52-2022 Property Tax Credit for Seniors and Retired Military Personnel --- 

10/31/22 – 7:00 p.m. CB72-2022 
An Act to Establish an Asian American and Pacific Islander 

Commission 
 


